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ABSTRACT
An adaptive numenc predictor-corrector guidance algorithm is developed for atmos-
pheric entry vehicles which utilize lift to achieve maximum footprint capability. Applicability
o[the guidance design to vehicles with a wide range of performance capabilities is desired
so as to reduce the need for algorithm redesign with each new vehicle. Adaptability is
desired to minimize mission-specific analysis and planning. The guidance algorithm moti-
vation and design are presented.
• Performance is assessed for application of the algorithm to the NASA Entry Research
Vehicle (ERV). The dispersions the guidance must be designed to handle are presented.
The achievable operational footprint for expected worst-case dispersions is presented. The
algorithm performs excellently for the expected dispersions and captures most of the achiev-
able footprint.
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= inertial acceleration measured by the inertial measurement unit
= total inertial acceleration vector
= Aerobraking Orbital Transfer Vehicle
= British Thermal Unit
= mean aerodynamic chord
= cosine of-incremental lift for heat rate control
--- proportionality factor for the linear viscosity-temperature relationship
= aerodynamic drag coefficient
= aerodynamic lift coefficient
= speed of sound
= central processing unit
= crossrange
= The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc.
= determinant of sensitivity matrix
= downrange
= degree of freedom
---- Entry Research Vehicle
= flattening of oblate Earth
= inertial force vector
= gravitational acceleration magnitude




























= Global Positioning System
= altitude
= derivative of altitude with time
= second-derivative of altitude with time
= scale height for exponential atmosphere model
= unit vector
= second zonal harmonic coefficient
= Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
= term in geodetic to geocentric latitude conversion
= term in heat rate control equation
= velocity vector term in the integration algorithm
-- acceleration vector term in the integration algorithm
= gain on acceleration magnitude in variable time step equation
= multiplicativ.e scale factor on the nominal L/D
= gain on heat rate error in heat rate control equation
= gain on rate of change of heat rate. in heat rate control equation
= multiplicative scale factor on the standard density
= gain in first-order filter for density smoothing
-- gain in first-order filter for L/D smoothing
= lift-to-drag ratio
= Langley Research Center
= mass
= Mach Number
= inertial-to-Earth-fixed transformation matrix
= mean molecular weight of air at sea level
= nautical mile



























= time rate of change of heat rate
= position vector magnitude
= radius of oblate Earth at equator
= inertial position vector
= radius of oblate Earth at pole
= Reynolds Number
= Sutherland's constant in viscosity equation
= aerodynamic reference area
= Shuttle Entry Air Data System
= Greenwich mean time
= reference temperature
= molecular scale temperature
= freestream static temperature
= wall temperature
= Terminal Area Energy Management
= Viscous Interaction Parameter
= magnitude of inertial velocity
= inertial velocity vector
= magnitude of Earth-relative velocity
= Earth-relative velocity vector
= geocentric colatitude of the postion vector










= angle of sideslip
= small incremental change
= incremental change
= ratio of specific heats for air
= longitude
= coefficient of viscosity for air
= Earth gravitational constant
= Earth's rotation vector
= natural frequency of heat rate control response
= bank angle
= universal gas constant
= atmospheric density
= standard deviation
= time constant of filter





































= inertial measurement unit
= projection of target unit vector into plane formed by the
position vector and the relative velocity vector
= direction perpendicular to the plane formed by the position vector
and the relative velocity vector
= lift term





= direction perpendicular to the plane formed by the position vector
and the relative velocity vector
---- direction of the north pole
= direction of the position vector
= sea level
= standard value









--- coordinatized in Earth-fixed coordinates
= value measured by inertial measurement unit on current cycle
-- value measured by inertial measurement unit on past cycle
= estimated or measured
= value from previous guidance cycle
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1,0 INTRODUCTION
Routine access to space and the maintenance of a Space Station will increasingly
require greater flexibility in mission planning and the requirement for lower system mainte-
nance costs. The launch and recovery phases of space flight have historically been the
most demanding phases of space flight and therefore require the most development effort
and investment. Mission flexibility requires more frequent launch and deorbit opportunities.
For the case of re-entry vehicles, deorbit opportunities are defined by the ranging capability
of the vehicle. A high L/D vehicle increases the available deorbit opportunities increasing
mission flexibility. High-L/D vehicles also are of interest for over-flight missions for the pur-
pose of reconnaissance.
Entry guidance algorithms developed to date have been highly vehicle-specific and
required great development and maintenance efforts over the life of the vehicle. These algo-
rithms were not applicable to other vehicles without extensive modification.
This study seeks to design an adaptive entry guidance algorithm that maximizes the
usable footprint by making full use of the available vehicle capability. This algorithm should
also be easy to maintain throughout the vehicle definition phase and operational life. Mini-
mizing the number of mission-dependent input parameters (I-loads) is desirable. The algo=
rithm sh0_JId also be easily transported to other vehicles to minimize development cost.
Transportability is accomplished by minimizing vehicle=specific features of the algorithm.









TheERVI-1] is a proposed high-performance entry vehicle designed as a test bed for







Maneuvering entry/synergetic plane change
Atmospheric uncertainties
Advanced thermal prot_ection systems
Aerodynamic/aeroheating prediction
t
Adaptive guidance and navigation
Load-bearing thermostructures
The ERV is designed for deployment from the Space Shuttle, after which the ERV enters the
atmosphere for demonstration of the synergetic plane change, over-flight, and entry mis-
sions. Figure 1 on page 78 shows a three-view drawing of the ERV and the surface areas of
the aerodynamic control surfaces. Also seen is the size of the ERV in relation to the diam-




The goal of any entry guidance algorithm is to successfully guide the vehicle to the
desired final state for the largest range of dispersions possible without violating any vehicle
constraints while also maximizing the achievable footprint. It is also desirable to minimize
the mission and vehicle-specific aspects of the guidance algorithm so as to minimize pre-
mission analysis and planning. Transportability of the algorithm from one vehicle to another
significantly reduces guidance algorithm development effort and cost.
To maximize the footprint attainable, the guidance algorithm must follow the optimal
path to any particular point in the footprint. The algorithms developed to date for such vehi-
cles as the Apollo capsule [2] and the Space Shuttle [3] have attempted to do this by fitting
the optimal trajectory with phases that follow important parameters (reference profiles) over
some range of conditions. These guidance algorithms were required to be computationally
efficient because of the limited on-board computer resources available. Analytic
expressions for the reference profiles allowed for low execution time and tailoring of the tra-
jectory for vehicle-specific constraints. For example, trajectories for these vehicles had to
be shaped to reduce and control the maximum heat rate experienced below that allowed for
the available thermal protection system materials.
23
es:







2. Terminal Area Energy Management
3. Approach and Landing
Except for the pre-entry phase which is open-loop, each phase is described by an analytic
expression relating the desired-drag and altitude rate (the measured feedback terms used)
to the desired profile. Because the algorithms are tailored for a particular vehicle and the
reference profiles do not follow the optimal profile to all points in the footprint, guidance
algorithms developed to date can not be easily adapted to other vehicles or provide full cov-
erage of thetheoretically achievable footprint.
The next generation of entry vehicles will not be so constrained due to advances in ther-
mal protection system materials and computer technology. For example, flight computers
are now capable of supercomputer speeds on the order of 40 million instructions per second
utilizing parallel processing architecture C4]. A different approach to guidance that attempts
to follow an optimal profile to maximize footprint capability is therefore possible.
The proposed approach is a predictor-corrector algorithm that numerically predicts the
final state for a particular control variable history and then corrects the control variable his-





(PEG)r5] used for second stage ascent and orbit insertion burns where the trajectory is
short enough to be predicted with the available computer resources. The Shuttle algorithm
numerically predicts the gravitational effects during the powered flight phase with a 10 step
integration of the 500 second trajectory.
A predictor-corrector has also been proposed for Aerobraking Orbital Transfer Vehicles
(AOTV) E6] which would utilize more advanced computers. This algorithm numerically inteo
grates the equations of-motion along a skimming trajectory through the upper atmosphere
that is approxi'mately 500 seconds long and requires about 100 integration steps.
The trajectories flown by the ERV or any high L/D entry vehicle are typically from 30 to
100 minutes long from entry !nterface (400K feet) to landing, so the computational demand
for such an algorithm is very great early in the entry when the time to landing is long. How-
ever, because the entry is long and the vehicle has excess ranging capability for all but a
small region along the edge of the footprint, the accuracy of the early predictions need not
be as high as for the later predictions. Hence, large time steps can be used early in the pre-
dictor algorithm. Later, when the vehicle nears the landing site, the time remaining is short,
and hence, the prediction is short. This allows the predictor-corrector to be executed more
often near landing just like the current analytic algorithms. Throughout the entry, vehicles
using an analytic guidance algorithm with reference profiles must closely follow the refer-
ence profile if the assumed reference profile is to guide the vehicle to the correct final state.
A predictor-corrector effectively recomputes a new reference profile each time it is executed,
so the guidance execution rate can be much lower than that for analytic algorithms.
25
2.2 DISPERSIONS
Before the guidance algorithm can be designed, the possible dispersions that may affect
the trajectory must be considered. The Shuttle entry guidance system is required to reach
the Terminal Area Energy Management (TAEM) interface with less than a 2.5 nautical mile









c. Atmospheric properties influencing aerodynamic flow regimes (temperature,
mean free path, etc.)
3. Initial entry state vector
a. Velocity
b. Flight path angle
c. Heading
4. Propagation errors in navigat!on state vector
Of these potential dispersion sources, only the vehicle mass, aerodynamics, and the
atmospheric density and winds will be significant. By the early 1990's, almost perfect navi-
gation can be expected through use of the Global Positioning System (GPS). If the deorbit
burn guidance and control systems are assumed to correctly guide to the navigated state
26
andthereareno navigationerrors,thenthe dispersionsin the initial entrystatevectorare
negligible.
Thevehiclemassshouldbe knownaccurately,so for this study,a 3oerrorof 4-5% is
assumed. Experience from the Space Shuttle program shows that the vehicle aerodynamics
should be known to within _+5% for the force coefficients on the first flight. Only the stability
derivatives and control effectiveness were missed significantly [7]. Even though the force
coefficients may be known to excellent accuracy, reduced i;ontrol effectiveness can reduce
the possible trim angle of attack range reducing the maximum L/D achievable. Therefore,
for this study, a __+10% dispersion in the lift and drag coefficients is considered. It should be
noted that the first few flights of a new vehicle are usually targeted to the middle of the foot-
print to maximize margin and allow for accurate determination of the vehicle characteristics
before the full ranging capability of the vehicle is used. After the first few flights, the aero-
dynamic characteristics should be known to within a few percent, so only about a -I-3% dis-
persion must be considered.
The atmospheric dispersions were obtained from two sources. Reference [8] specifies
the atmospheric dispersions to which aerospace vehicles must be designed. The average of
the steady state winds at four geographic locations is shown in Figure 2 on page 79. This
model was incorporated into the simulator environment with a magnitude scale factor to
simulate less than worst-case winds. The wind direction was selected for each run made
with winds and held constant throughout the trajectory. Reference [8] specifies Reference
[9] as the source for atmospheric density dispersions. However, the recent Shuttle flights
have provided estimated density data of a quality never before available. Atmospheric den-
sity profiles derived from Shuttle accelerometer measuremenIs of the normal force acceler-
ation and the estimated normal force coefficient and relative velocity vector are presented in
Reference [10]. Figure 3 on page 80, taken from that report, shows the envelope of the
27
deriveddensityprofilesfor thefirst 12Shuttleflights. Of particularinterestis the rangeof
dispersionsseen:-47%to +12%. Figures4onpage81and5on page82showthedensity
profilesfor the STS-1andSTS-9Shuttleflights. Highfrequencydensityshear.components




The size of the footprint for a particular vehicle is determined by the range in vehicle
L/D and the constraints placed on the trajectory such as heat rate limits. The edges of the
footprint correspond to the use of maximum or minimum L/D. Maximum downrange or
crossrange, for example, requires maximum L/D, while minimum downrange requires mini-
mum L/D.
The determination of the optimal angle of attack and bank angle control histories for
maximum crossrange and downrange has been the topic of many papers [11] [12] E13] .
Wagner [12] used several optimization techniques to evaluate the maximum crossrange
achievable for a multiphase bank angle history flown at maximum L/D. The multiphasebank
profiles considered are shown in Figure 6 on page 83. It is seen that as the number of phas-
es increases, the multiphase profile approaches the optimal continuous profile also shown in
this figure. It was determined that a three-phase bank angle profile as illustrated in Figure 6
ach-ieved almost the same crossrange as a continuous bank profile. This is shown in
Figure 7 on page 84 reproduced here from that paper: Further, as the number of phases
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increases,theoptimumbankangleprofileapproachesa continuousprofilethat is almostlin-
earwithvelocityasshownin Figure8onpage85. Itwasalso-hownthat flyingat the maxi-
mumL/Dmaximizesthe crossrangeattained.
Thisresultis confirmedin Referencer13] which utilized a nonlinear programming tech-
nique to optimize the Space Shuttle trajectory for the maximum downrange and maximum
crossrange cases. The maximum downrange trajectory requires flying at zero bank angle
and at the angle of attack corresponding to maximum L/D as shown in Figure 9 on page 86.
The control histories for the maximum crossrange case are shown in Figures 10 on page 87
and 11 on page 88. Again, the optimal control history is the angle of attack corresponding to
maximum L/D and an almost linear bank angle profile with velocity.
Optimized trajectories for the ERV were reported in Reference [14]. These trajectories
were determined using the Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories (POST) [15] and
imposed the following constraints on the trajectories:
1. Maximum heat rate of 125 BTU/sq ft/sec
2. Maximum heat load of 150K BTU/sq ft
The achievable footprint with these constraints, reported in Reference [14], is shown here in
Figure 12 on page 89 . Subsequently, the heat load limit was increased to 175K BTU/sq ft
resulting in the larger footprint shown in Figure 12. As will be Seen, these footprints omit a
large area in the minimum downrange region that is achievable within the heating con-
straints. Also shown is the footprint of the Space Shuttle which has a maximum hypersonic
L/D of 1.2 as compared with 1.8 for the ERV.
Figure 13 on page 90 shows the altitude history for the maximum downrange, maximum




Figure15 shows that the constant angle of attack corresponding to maximum L/D is
flown for the edge of the footprint except for the minimum downrange case. For the mini-
mum downrange case, the angle of attack corresponding to the minimum L/D on the back
side of the L/D curve (high drag coefficient) is flown early, followed by a ramp in angle of
attack starting at 1500 seconds after entry interface° This ramp corresponds to the vehicle
actually turning around and flying slightly back uprange, so maximum L/D is desired later to
maximize the distance flown uprange.. The angle of attack for the maximum downrange
case is slightly greater than that for maximum L/D because this trajectory exceeds the heat
load limit if flown at maximum L/D. The maximum downrange region of the footprint is
therefore limited by the heat load limit set for the ERV. If the limit were relaxed, flight at
maximum L/D would allow a longer downrange trajectory.
Figure 14 shows that the bank angle profile for maximum crossrange is approximately
linear with time which is almost linear with velocity, which suggests that a linear bank angle
profile with velocity is sufficient. The maximum downrange case has a constant bank angle
of zero which is again linear with velocity. The minimum downrange case does not have a
linear bank profile. As was mentioned previously, for this case, the vehicle turns around and
flys back uprange.
The results of these studies suggest that use of a constant angle of attack profile and a
linear bank with velocity profile will capture a large portion of the achievable footprint. As
will be seen in the results, these profiles suffice to capture most of the footprint rePorted in
Reference 1-14] and additionally reach a large area in the minimum downrange region out-
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fside the reportedfootprint. Only a small area of the reportedfootprintin the minimum
downrangeregionis unachievable.
Alsoof interestarethe peaksin heatrateseenin Figure16. Becausethe peaksin heat
rateareveryshort,explicitcontrolof the heatrateshouldbepossiblein themaximumheat
rateregionswithoutsignificantlyimpactingtheguidance.
2.4 GUIDANCE APPROACH
The guidance design will attempt to maximize the size of the footprint while flying a con-
stant angle of attack profile and a linear bank angle with velocity profile. The predictor algo-
rithm integrates the equations of motion forward in time using the assumed control profile
and the necessary environment and vehicle models. The corrector then determines (using
multiple predicted trajectories with various control histories) the sensitivities of the final
state constraints to the control variables. The sensitivities are then used to compute the
required control variable values to reach the desired final state conditions. Heat rate control
is provided locally during the regions of maximum heating without significantly affecting the
assumed control histories. Also, in-flight measurements are utilized to increase the accura-
cy of the predicted trajectories by compensating for off-nominal conditions.
Such a simple profile for the maximum downrange and crossrange cases simplifies the
modeling of the control histories in the predictor. The only remaining question is how much
of the footprint this profile will capture. As will be seen in Subsection "4.2 Open-Loop
31
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Footprint" on page 57, such a profile achieves almost complete coverage of the achievable
footprint.
Also of concern is the linearity and convergence properties of the final state constraints
with the control variables. As will be seen, over almost all of the footprint except near the
edges, the constraints are highly linear and convergent with the control variables. Opera-
tionally, only about 75% of the achievable footprint is used to ensure guidance margin.




This section describes the impiementational details of the guidance scheme described
in the previous section. The equations of motion and environment and vehicle character-
istics modeled in the predictor algorithm are described. The corrector algorithm to control
the final state constraints with the two available control variables is derived. Also derived
are the heat rate control and in-flight measurement algorithms. The heat rate control algo-
rithm provides control of the peaks in stagnation heat rate during the early portion of entry.
The in-flight measurement algorithm utilizes accelerations measured by the navigation sys-
tem to more accurately model the expected environment and vehicle characteristics in the
predictor algorithm. Because the predictor-corrector algorithm is computationally intensive,
areas where significant execution time savings have been or can be realized are indicated.
Program listings of the algorithm coded in the HAL/S computer language are presented in
"Appendix B. ALGORITHM PROGRAM LISTINGS" on page 135.
As will be seen, the only inputs to the guidance system are the environment and vehicle
models, the assumed control profiles, and the navigated state vector. The state vector is an
input to any guidance system. The other inputs are developed for the analysis of.any new
vehicle. Therefore, the guidance system is highly transportable between vehicles because
only the vehicle characteristics and aerodynamics model must be changed for a new vehi-
cle.
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3.2 UNIT TARGET VECTOR
The target aim point to which the vehicle is to be guided is specified by the longitude
and geodetic latitude of the Terminal Area Energy Management (TAEM) interface point which
occurs at 80K feet for the Shuttle. This point is selected based on the guidance algorithm
employed during the TAEM guidance phase. TAEM guidance provides precise control of
vehicle energy during the final stages of entry to guide to a specified runway with acceptable
energy. For computational ease, the longitude and geodetic latitude are converted to a tar-
get unit vector in Earth-fixed coordinates by first computing the geocentric latitude from,
¢c = tan--l/tan(q_) /k " (1)
where,
, = __( , ),\ Rpo,----_/ 1 -- f,,r*h (2)
The unit target vector is then computed from,
__ [-cos(_o)cos(_)7








i= = sin(_) (5)
ix = cos(Z) _--i_ (6)
iy = sign(,].) _/1 - i_z- i_ (7)
3°3 COMMANDED A'I-FITUDE COMPUTATION
Because the predictor can not be executed as frequently as analytic guidance algo-
rithms early in the entry, and because it in fact does not have to be executed as frequently,
it is necessary to update the commands sent to the vehicle autopilot more frequently than
the predictor-corrector execution rate. Typically, this would be done at the rate of current
analytic guidance algorithms, e.g., the Space Shuttle rate of .52 hz..The commanded bank
angle, ¢cm_, is computed for the linear bank with velocity profile as shown in Figure 18 on
page 95 from the desired bank angle, ¢_, and the current navigated inertial velocity magni-
tude, V_,




trol historyisa constantangleof attack,andtherefore,
Thedesiredangleof attackcon-
_=_ = c_ (9)
As implementedin the currentdesign,the guidancealgorithmexecutiveis executedat 1.0
hz. Theattitudecommandsareupdatedat this frequencyusingEq. (8)and(9). Thepred-
ictor-corrector algorithm is executed at .02 hz. during the entire entry phase, although it is
practical to run it .much more frequently late in the trajectory when the length of the trajecto-
ry to be predicted is short. The possible execution rate of the predictor-corrector for a typi- •
cal flight computer is addressed in Subsection "4.8 Algorithm Execution Time" on page 66.
3.4 CORRECTOR ALGORITHM
The corrector algorithm is executed to update the commanded attitude control history to
be flown. The guidance algorithm controls to two final state constraints, downrange error
and crossrange error, using two control variables, a constant angle of attack and the inter-
cept of the bank profile at the entry interface velocity as shown in Figure 18 on page 95 and
expressed in Eq. (8) .
Expanding the downrange and crossrange errors in a Taylor series expansion of the
control variables and neglecting the second-order and higher terms yields,
ADRe _ c3DRe AcZd + c3DR_t-_A_d + ... (10)
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#CR,ACR_ - #CR_ Acid + A_d + o-o (11)
To intercept the target, the change in the constraint errors must null the predicted errors, or,
ADR, = -DR, .,. (12)
ACR_ = -CR, (13)
Equations (10) through (13) provide a set of two simultaneous equations in two unknowns,
I #DRo #DR. I-aCRo aCRe LA_] L-CRoJ (14)
which are solved for the control variable changes required,
= (#DR, &CRe DRy)/ det
A% ##ad CRe ##ad
A,#,j = (aCRe DR_ #DR_ CRy)  det
(15)
(16)
where det is the determinant of the matrix in Eq.
mated by finite difference equations of the form,
#DR_ SR_(_2d= c_3) - DRe(_,_= _)
a_ _- 4,
(14). The partial derivatives are approxi-
(17)
There are four partial derivatives that must be evaluated. They can be evaluated from three
predicted trajectories with control histories selected as:
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1. _1 : o_'d, _1 : _'d
2. _2 = _'_ + _, _z = _'_
3. _3 = _'_, _3 = _'_ +
where the primes denote the control variables from the previous guidance solution. The
new guidance commands are then,
c_d = c_'_ + Ac_d (18)
_. = ,#',, + A_, (19)
Protection must be provided for the.case where the determinant in Eq. (15) and (16) is
small or identically zero which corresponds to a loss of control authority of the control vari-
ables over the control constraints. In this case, no change is made to the control variables,
and the guidance command from the previous cycle is used. As the vehicle approaches the
TAEM interface altitude, the control authority decreases. Large control variable changes
become necessary to null the constraint errors in the short flight time remaining. This prob-
lem can be avoided in one of two ways. First, the guidance commands can be frozen at a
selected point before the termination altitude. For entry guidance, this approach is not pre-
ferred because the vehicle still has not landed. Alternatively, the target aim point can be
lowered below the TAEM interface altitude point at which TAEM guidance is activated. The
decreasing control authority problem is therefore reduced.
For the simulated trajectories in this report, the first approach is employed because it is
desired to evaluate guidance performance by considering the dispersions in the final state at
the TAEM interface altitude. Because the guidance algorithm controls only the final state





The predictor algorithm is a simplified three-degree-of-freedom (3-DOF) trajectory simu-
lator complete with models for those environment and vehicle characteristics necessary to
model the. translational equations of motion of the vehicle. Because the predictor is compu-
tationally intensive, the algorithm must be carefully designed.to minimize computation, and
the coding of the algorithm in a particular computer language should make use of any lan-
guage-specific features to reduce computational requirements. Also, because the corrector
only utilizes the final state vector errors to correct the control variables, only the accuracy of
the predicted final state _ector need be considered in selecting those effects to be modeled.
The environmental effects of concern for the long trajectories-flown by entry vehicles
over large altitude and velocity ranges are:
1. Variation of atmospheric properties with altitude
2. Earth oblateness effect on gravity vector
3. Effect of atmospheric rotation with Earth on relative velocity vector
4. Movement of runway due to Earth rotation
The vehicle characteristics of importance are:
1. Vehicl,e mass
2. Aerodynamic coefficient variation with flight regime
3. Aerodynamic coefficient variation with angle of attack
4. Control history during trajectory






Thesedispersionscanbe measuredin-flightbecausethey affectthe sensedacceleration
measuredbythevehicle'sinertialnavigationsystem.Theestimationof thesedispersionsis
discussedinSubsection"3.6Estimators"onpage48.
Thepredictorperformsthe followingcomputationsuponbeingcalledby the corrector
witha desiredcontrolvariablehistory:
1. Initializethe predictorstateto the navigatedstatevector
2. Compute any ancillary parameters from the state vector
3. Compute the total acceleration vector from the predictor state vector and the envi-
ronment and vehicle m_)dels using the control variable profiles specified by the cor-
rector
4. Integrate the equations of motion for_,_ard in time one time step
5. Check the predictor termination conditions
a. Repeat steps 3 and 4 if the conditions are not met
b. Continue on to step 6 if the conditions are met
6. Compute and return to the corrector the final predicted state errors from the target
state vector and the predicted final state vector
3.5.2 Equations of Motion
The corrector provides a time-homogeneous navigated state vector comprised of,
1. The GMT time tag of the state vector, tGMT
2. The inertial position vector, R/
3. The inertial velocity vector, V/
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Alsoprovidedis thecontrolvariablehistoryto befollowedfor the prediction•








The acceleration is computed from the atmosphere and vehicle.models as follows,
A, -- m -- g_ + aae,o (22)
The gravitational acceleration, gl, is computed including the J2 term as,









Z = it. " I'pol_ (25)
The aerodynamic acceleration, a ....









CO _ S (28)
adrag -- m
1 2
fi - 2 p V_ (29):
v# = v..v. (30)








iR _ _R' (35)
IR, l
The acceleration due .to lift, an_, is more easily computed from,
L (36)
a,_ -- D adr_g
since the nominal lift-to-drag ratio, L/D, is corrected using in-flight accelerometer measure-
ments of the actual vehicle sensed aerodynamic accelerations.
The atmospheric density, p, is computed by the atmosphere model using the position
vector, RI. The 1962 U.S. Standard Atmosphere model is employed and is described in Ref-
erence F16-]. If another atmosphere model is selected as being a more accurate estimate of
the day-of-flight atmosphere, this model would replace the 1962 U.S. Standard Atmosphere
model. An operational vehicle might employ monthly or seasonal atmospheres from such
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sourcesas the GRAMAtmosphereI-9] or even day-of-flight measurements to more accu-
rately model the expected atmosphere in the predictions. The level of accuracy required in
the atmosphere model will depend on the vehicle ranging capability and the amount of that
capability to be used for a particular entry. Entries to the edges of the footprint will demand
a very accurate atmosphere model.
The aerodynamic coefficients are highly vehicle dependent. To minimize computational
requirements, they should be updated during the prediction as infrequently as possible. Of
course, the update frequency required depends on the trajectory flown and the rate of
change of the aerodynamic coefficients with flight regime change. The aerodynai-nic coeffi-
cient model for the ERV is presented in "Appendix A. ERV AERODYNAMICS MODEL" on
page 133.
The density, p, from the atmosphere model and the lift-to-drag ratio, L/D, from the aero-
dynamic model are both corrected by in-flight measurements as covered in Subsection "3.6
Estimators" on page 48. The estimated dispersions are compensated for using the following
equations,
p = Kp P',td (37)
C L
D
where the density and lift-to-drag ratio scale factors, Kp and K%, are provided by the estima-
D
tor and are held constant throughout the prediction being made.
The control history to be followed is the constant angle of attack, %, and the linear bank





where q_d is the intercept of the linear bank angle profile at the entry interfacevelocity, VEt.
Because the entry interface and final velocities are not known a priori, and because small
variations in them have little effect on the predicted trajectory compared with the selected
control variables' values, the velocities are selected as constant values that cover all
expected dispersions in the entry and final velocities. These values are,
VE_ = 26,000 ft/sec
Vf = 1,000 ft/sec
3.5.3 Integration of the Equations of Motion
The equations of motion are integrated using the 4th order Runge-Kutta algorithm with a
variable t{me step to minimize the number of time steps required to integrate the trajectory
to the final state. The 4th order Runge-Kutta algorithm requires four evaluations of the
acceleration per time step, but permits a time step more than four times as large as an algo-
rithm requiring only one acceleration evaluation per time step. The Runge-Kutta solution






= f(t, R,. VI) (41)
is,
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R,(t + At) = R,(t) + (Ko + 2K 1 + 2K 2 + K3) (42)
V_(t+At) = Vi(t) -F _ (K" o + 2K_I + 2K' z + K'3) (43)
where,
K0 = V/ (44)
K_ = (V/ + _)
_ Eel
K2 = (V/ + --_--)
(45)
(46)
K3 = (V_ + K'z) (47)
K"o = f(t, R,, V_) (48)
At _ Ko _ K'o
K" 1 = f(t + 2' R, + At--_-, V_ + At--_-) (49)
___ _ K1 _ K'I (50)K' z = f(t + , R, + At--_-, V_ + At-_--)
K" 3 = f(t + At, R_ + At Kz, V_ + At K'z) (51)
The time step is varied inversely with the total acceleration on the vehicle. This method
of time step control was selected because or its simplicity. The time step control equation is
of the form,




At = midval(Atm, ., At, Atma.) (53)
7
The optimization of the integration algorithm is important in developing a flight quality
algorithm, but is beyond the scope of this study. Higher-order integration algorithms with
time step control methods [17] may yield significant reductions in the required computation
time.
3.5.4 Termination Conditions for the Predictor
After each integration time step, the predicted state is compared with the termination
condition. The termination condition is deftned by the altitude of TAEM interface (80K feet).
Because the predicted state at the TAEM interface altitude may have a relatively large alti-
tude rate and range rate, the predictor must be terminated accurately to provide an altitude-
homogeneous set of predicted state errors. Also, the variable time step control may allow
large integration time steps if the acceleration is low near the final state, further complicat-
ing the task of terminating accurately. Reasonable altitude homogeneity is ensured by forc-
ing use of the minimum integration time step starting some safe altitude above the
termination altitude.
3.5.5 Final State Error Computation
The final state errors are computed from the unit target vector and the predicted final
state vector. Because the target is fixed to the Earth and moves a significant distance dur-
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ingthe longentrytrajectory,the rotationof the Earthmustbeconsidered.This is doneby
transformingthe final statevectorfrom inertialto Earth-fixedcoordinates with the rotation
matrix M V which is computed from the predicted termination time, the known orientation of
the Earth at some epoch time, and the known rotation rate of the Earth. This computation is
performed in the Earth-Fixed-From-Reference subroutine of the predictor-corrector which
may actually be a GN&C utility function also employed by the navigation principal function.
The downrange and crossrange errors are. defined as shown in Figure 19 on page 96.
The errors are computed by first computing the downrange (in-plane) and crossrange (per-
pendicular) directions as follows,




VJ_ = Mf _ V_ (56)
i_ x v_
'EF _ (57)Iperpen
l i_ x v_l
"EF "EF
-- ® Iperpen
-E_ _ (58)linplan e --
l if t - (if_ ° Iperpen)perpen
The downrange and crossrange errors are then,
, "EF "EF "EFDR. = Req..to, cos--l(iJ F x li,pl...) sign((iJ F x linplane) ° Iperpen ) (59)
"EF "EFCR_ = R_qu_to, cos--l(/_l_._ • i_F) sign((i_._ x i_F) • (ip_p_ x i_o_) ) (6O)
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Theseerrorshavethe dimensionsof Requ,_o, and are converted to nautical miles for ease of
interpretation.
3.5.6 Algorithm Coding
A few comments regarding implementation of the predictor are appropriate. The com-
putations required to update the aerodynamic coefficients are the major computational load
for the predictor. It was found that it is not necessary to update the aerodynamics on each
of the four acceleration evaluations of the 4th order Runge-Kutta algorithm. They are there-
fore only evaluated once each integration time step. The computational load could be
reduced further if they are only_ updated when the independent variables (altitude, viscous
interaction parameter, and Mach Number) change by a significant amount from the previous
update. Also, although not done in this implementation, the aerodynamic coefficients should
be curve-fit if possible to avoid a table lookup and interpolation implementation. It is noted
in Figures 20 on page 97 and 21 on page-98 that the aerodynamic coefficients do not change
very much below 300K feet until the Mach Number decreases below 2, so perhaps, two
tables or curve-fits would suffice instead of the thirty tables currently used.
3.6 ESTIMATORS
The final state predicted by the predictor algorithm for a particular control history is a
function of the assumed environment and vehicle characteristics. The accuracy of the pre-
dicted final state can be increased, and hence, the guidance margin increased, if in-flight
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measurementsare utilizedto makethe assumedmodelsmoreaccuratelyreflectthe condi-
tionsactuallyexperiencedbythevehicle.
Theaccelerationsmodeledin thepredictoraredueto gravityandthe aerodynamicforc-
es. Thegravityaccelerationcanbe modeledtosufficient accuracyusingstandardgravity
models.However,the aerodynamicaccelerationsaresubjectto significantvariationsdueto
uncertaintiesin the atmosphericdensity,atmosphericwinds, vehicleaerodynamics,and
vehiclemass. Theseuncertaintiescanbe compensatedfor in the predictorby applyinga
multiplicativescalefactorto the lift and dragaccelerationsmodeledin the predictorthat is
equalto the ratioof the actualaccelerationsexperiencedto the predictedaccelerationsat
anypointin thetrajectory.
The measuredlift and drag a_ccelerationsare derivedfrom the inertialmeasurement
systemsensedaccelerationassuminga zerosideslipangleasfollows,
A _ VR
a_,,g - al • _ (61)
IVRI
/
A /_ _ A 2
a/ix = ,v, al • aI - a_,_g (62)
where the inertial acceleration, a_, is computed by back-differencing the accumulated sensed




In the predictor, the aerodynamic accelerations are,
Co S 1 z




Data from the Shuttle program [10] shows that the primary dispersion affecting the
aerodynamic acceleration is in the atmospheric density. Further, over large altitude ranges,
this dispersion can be modeled to an accuracy sufficient for the prediction process as a con-
stant multiplicative bias. Therefore, for implementational purposes, the dispersion in the
aerodynamic accelerations due to the atmospheric uncertainties will be lumped into a densi-
ty scale factor as follows,
A




P - c-;-goo (67)
and the values for the nominal vehicle characteristics and the nominal atmospheric density
are determined using the predictor models for the vehicle state at the time of the measure-
ment. Because the nominal ballistic coefficient is assumed in deriving the measured densi-
ty, and the measured acceleration is due to the actual ballistic coefficient, uncertainties in
the ballistic coefficient will be reflected in the measured density. The equation for the drag
acceleration in the predictor is then,
= ( Co S _ 1 2 {68)
adrag -----m_/lno m y VR Kp p,,_
or substituting for Kp from Eq. (66) yields,
(Co S_ 1 2 A
ad"_ = \ m ./no,_--2- v_ p (69)
Substituting for _ from Eq. (67) then yields,
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A
aarog = aa.o. (70)
so the modeled drag is corrected for the dispersed drag coefficient, density, relative velocity,
and vehicle mass.
In general, the measured drag acceleration is a noisy signal and will exhibit short term
variations due to short lived local atmospheric dispersions [10]. Filtering of the density
scale factor is therefore necessary and is implemented using a first-order filter,
A
Kp = (1--K1)Kp + K1 p (71)
P std
which has a time constant, _p, of,
At
_P -- In(l -- K1) (72)
where At is the sample rate of the measured drag acceleration, and K_ is the filter gain. A
similar lift-to-drag ratio scale factor is derived and applied to the lift acceleration,










Again, filtering is necessary,
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yielding a time constant, _%, of,
O
At
-cL = -- (77)
In(1 -- Kz)
A time constant or 25 seconds was selected for both the density and L/D filters. This value
filtered out the high frequency density shear components seen in the Shuttle profiles while
still providing adequate response to long term disturbances.
3.7 HEAT RATE CONTROL
The primary trajectory constraint on entry vehicles is the maximum heat rate the vehicle
can withstand. In general, the thermal protection system material is selected to withstand
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the maximumlocalheatrateonanyparticularportionof thevehicle,andthe materialthick-
nessis selectedto withstandthe total integratedheatloadtier the trajectory. Accurate
pre-flightpredictionsof theexpectedheatrateduringentrycansignificantlyreducethether-
mal protectionsystemweight yieldingsignificantperformanceincreasesfor anentiremis-
sion.
Inspectingthereferencetrajectoriesin Figure16onpage93showsthat sharppeaksin
the heatrateoccur. If thesepeaksareaccuratelycontrolled,andthis control can be accom-
plished using only short term departures from the predictor assumed control history, no sig-
nificant departure will occur from the desired trajectory.
Heat rate control can be accomplished using either angle of attack, bank angle, or a
combination of both. Of these, bank angle alone is preferred because a constant angle of
.
attack trajectory is assumed and because angle of attack changes the vehicle drag coeffi-
cient resulting in a rapid change in energy rate and a rapid departure from the desired tra-
jectory. Also, most entry vehicles restrict the angle of attack range during maximum heat
rate regions to reduce the area on the vehicle that must be protected from the high heat
rate. Although the ERV does not need to restrict the angle of attack range, and hence, the
guidance does not provide for such a capabilty, the restriction can be handled by replacing
the constant angle of attack control history by a reference angle of attack control history
about which a constant angle of attack bias is applied for control.
Heat rate control is accomplished by computing the incremental bank angle required to
fly along the specified heat rate boundary (assumed to be a constant heat rate for any flight
regime) and then modulating bank"angle according tO the guidance value or the guidance
value plus the incremental lift for heat rate control, whichever requires more lift up. Hence,
no effort is made to pull the vehicle down into the atmosphere to follow th.e heat rate bound-
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ary; instead,lift up is appliedif thevehicleis flying"too low". Theincrementallift for heat
ratecontrolis computedto providea second-ordercontrolresponseasfollows,
K_
cos(Aq_) - K5 ((_ - (_,e,)+ _ (0 - Q,,r,) (78)
_" q
To fly along a constant heat rate boundary.
0urn = constant (79)
and the desired rate of change of heat rate, (_de,, is,
Q_, = 0 (80)
SO,
K_
cos(A_) -- K5 Q + -=--(C2- 0urn) (81)
q
The stagnation heat rate is determined using the Engineering Correlation Formula [18] for a
one foot radius reference sphere as,
(_ = 17700 _ _ (82)
The time rate of change of heat rate, (_, is determined by back-differencing the heat rate
between guidance cycles,
The equations of motion assuming small flight path angle yield,
/_ _ CL _ S cos(q_) -- g (84)
m
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Consideringonlytheperturbationsdueto the incrementallift, cos(Aq_),fromEq°(81)yields,
/_ CL S
m K_. (_ + K_ ((_ - (_,,m) = 0 _ (85)
Proper selection of the gains K5 and KS- is accomplished by linearizing-Eq. (85) in altitude
and assuming that the time rate of change of VR is small compared to the change in _-p.
With these assumptions,
(_ = 17700 \_j d-----h--h (86)
and,
VR )3.°s d_pp dh (87)(_ = 17700 _ dh t
Therefore, the homogeneous second-order differential equation in altitude is,
/_ + K KS- /_ + K K5 h = 0 (88)
where,
K = c,s ( vR (89/
m 17700 \ 10000 J d h
The natural frequency and damping ratio of the second-order differential equation are,
e% = _ K5 (90)
K K 5
- 2 _n (91)
or alternatively, for a desired natural frequency and damping ratio, K5 and K_ are selected
as,
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K6 - K (92)
2 ( _. (93)_
K_- = K
The derivative in Eq. (89) can be evaluated assuming an exponential atmosphere of the form, ,,




This logic is contained in the guidance algorithm in the Heat Rate Control subroutine. The
incremental lift required for heat rate control is provided to the Attitude Command subrou-
tine which adds it into the guidance command if it requires more lift up than the guidance
command. This occurs when the incremental lift given byEq.(81) is greater than zero,
cos(Aq_) > 0 (96)
Appropriate values of the natural frequency and damping ratio were determined parametri-
cally as,
_on = 0.10 tad (97)
sec




Open-loop and closed-loop entry trajectories were simulated for the Entry Research
Vehicle (ERV) using a derivative of the 6-DOF Aeroassist Flight Experiment Simulator (AFES-
IM) [19] developed at The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory which is coded in the HAL com-
puter language. For this study, the aerodynamic model described in "Appendix A. ERV
AERODYNAMICS MODEl." on page 133 and the wind model shown in Figure 2 on page 79
were incorporated into the AFESIM. The characteristics of the ERV 1-14] are listed in Table 1
on page 73. The entry conditions with which all trajectories were initialized are also listed in
Table 1 on page 73. Because only the performance characteristics of the guidance were
being evaluated, the simulator was operated in the 3-DOF mode.
4.2 OPEN-LOOP FOOTPRINT
Open-loop trajectories were run using the constant angle of attack and linear bank with
velocity profiles to determine the portion of the footprint achievable. All trajectories were
terminated at the TAEM interface altitude of 80K feet, so the footprint can be increased about
100 nautical miles in all directions due to the range flown below 80K feet.
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Figure22on page99showsthe lift-to-dragratio,L/D,for the ERVat Mach10versus
angleof attack,c_. It is seenthat maximumL/Dis obtainedat an angleof attackof 15
degrees. It is desirable to fly on the back side of the L/D curve (angle of attack greater than
15 degrees) so as to maximize the drag coefficient for a given L/D. This reduces heating by
causing a quicker loss of velocity early in entry than flying at the same L/D on the front side
of the L/D curve. The L/D versus angle of attack curve shows the same shape with the max-
imum L/D at 15 degrees for all flight regimes with only a variation in the magnitude of L/D
across the angle of attack range. Therefore, angle of attack is modulated between 15 and 50
degrees for the footprint with 15 degrees corresponding to maximum L/D and 50 degrees
corresponding to minimum L/D.
The open-loop footprint is shown in Figure 23 on page 100. Also shown for comparison
is the reported footprint for a heat load limit of 175K BTU/sq ft(shown earlier in Figure 12 on
page 89). That footprint included the range flown below 80K feet, hence the slight differ-
ences. It is seen that almost the entire reportedly achievable footp'rint is captured with the
assumed control profile. Most importantly, all of the maximum crossrange region is reached
when the range flown below 80K feet is included. Also, most of the minimum downrange
region of the footprint was captured even though the control profiles used do not correspond
to the optimal profiles determined using POST and shown in Figures 14 on page 91 and 15
on page 92. Additionally, the footprint reported in Reference 1-14] does not include the large
area in the minimum downrange region that the open-loop trajectories reached. The small
area not reached in the minimum downrange region by the control profiles is relatively
unimportant because the downrange ranging capability of the vehicle can be adjusted by
changing the deorbit time. A vehicle in low earth orbit travels at about four nautical miles
per second, so downrange is easily adjusted while on-orbit.
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Becausethe predictor-correctorguidancealgorithmwill followthe samecontrolhisto-
riesas usedto generatethe open-loopfootprintfor a nominaltrajectory,the guidancealgo-
rithmcan reachall of the open-loopfootprintfor nominalconditions. It is seenthat the
achievablefootprintis boundedbythe heatrateand heatloadlimits imposedon the ERV.
At leastan additional2000nauticalmilesof rangingcapabilityin the downrangedirection
existsif theheatlimitsare relaxed.
4.3 EFFECT OF DISPERSIONS ON FOOTPRINT
The effect of dispersions on the achievable footprint was determined by repeating the
open-loop trajectories with the dispersions discussed in Subsection "2.2 Dispersidns" on
page 26. The worst-case (3¢) dispersions are summarized in Table 2 on page 73. Table 3
on page 74 shows the dispersions in downrange and crossrange for three of the control his-
tories in the maximum downrange region of the footprint. It is seen that only variations in
the lift and drag coefficients cause significant dispersions in the final state. Also, it is seen
that the effect of a +10% C L dispersion is the same as that of a -10% Co. dispersion, This is
expected because both dispersions cause the same increase in the vehicle L/D. The same
occurs for a -10% CL dispersion and a +10% Co dispersion, both of which decrease [he
vehicle L/D.
The effects of the dispersions on trajectories to the maximum crossrange region of the
footprint are seen in Table 4 on page 75. Again, it is seen that aerodynamic dispersions
have the greatest effect. A dispersion that increases L/D increases the range, while a dis-
persion that decreases L/D decreases the range.
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Table5 on page76showsthe effectsof the dispersionson the minimumdownrange
regionof the footprint. Theworst-caserangedispersionsagainoccurfor the aerodynamic
dispersions.
4°4 ESTIMATOR PERFORMANCE
Figure 24 on page 101 shows the time response of the density filter with a 25 second
time constant for the STS-9 atmosphere. This trajectory also has dispersions of 4-1.9% in
Co, -3.2% in mass, and a 63.8% crosswind. Therefore, the filter output does not follow the
actual density dispersion also shown in the figure. When the acceleration level is below 0.07
g's, the measurements are not incorporated, so the filter is inactive before 300 seconds and
from 600 to 850 seconds. As the velocity drops, the wind becomes a greater contributor to
the measured density error, hence the divergence in the measured density ratio starting at
1000 seconds. Figure 25 on page 102 shows the response of the L/D filter with a 25 second
time constant fora-1.9% CLand a 4-1.9% CO dispersion. Again, the winds affect the meas-
urement by creating errors in the navigated angle of attack, so the estimated L/D ratio is
slightly in error.
The use of an air data system like the Shuttle Entry AirData System (SEADS) could sig-
nificantly improve the estimation process by providing accurate estimates of the angle of
attack, atmospheric density, and wind magnitude and direction. More-accurate estimates




Based on the results of the open-loop trajectories with dispersions, worst-case disper-
sions were selected for each of three regions of the footprint: maximum downrange, maxi-
mum crossrange, and minimum downrange. Closed-loop trajectories with the
predictor-corrector guidance algorithm were then run to the three regions of the footprint.
The three, target points selected for the closed-loop performance evaluation are shown in
Figure 23 on page 100. The 3¢ errors defined in Table 2 on page 73 were scaled such that
the total error due to multiple error sources would still represent a 3¢ dispersion so as to
test the guidance system for reasonably probable dispersion cases [20]. To run all disper-
sions at their 3¢ levels would be unrealistic.
The nominal and dispersed results for trajectories to each of the three regions are listed
in Tables 6 on page 77 through 8 on page 77 . Plots of selected parameters from these
cases are included. Figures 26 on page 103 through 31 on page 108 pres.ent the altitude,
velocity, heat rate, heat load, downrange, and crossrange time histories for the nominal
maximum downrange trajectory. Figures 32 on page 109 through 37 on page 114 present the
altitude, velocity, heat rate, heat load, downrange, and crossrange time histories for the
nominal maximum crossrange trajectory. Figures 38 on page 115 through 43 on page 120
present the altitude, velocity, heat rate, heat load, downrange, and crossrange time histories
for the nominal minimum downrange trajectory. In each of these cases, it is seen that the
heat rate does not approach the heat rate limit, so no incremental bank angle is needed for
heat rate control.
The control histories for the nominal maximum downrange trajectory and the dispersed
case listed second in Table 6 on page 77 are presented in Figure 44 on page 121 and
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Figure45on page122 Figure44showsthe angleof attackhistoriesfor the nominaland
dispersedmaximumdownrangecases. It is seenthat a two degreechangein angleof
attackis requiredearlyin thetrajectoryincreasingto fourdegreesbythe endofthetrajec-
tory. Figure45showsthe bankanglehistoriesfor the nominaland dispersedmaximum
downrangecases. The bankangle requiredshowsno changefrom zero degrees for this
case.
The control histories for the nominal maximum crossrange trajectory and the dispersed
case listed second in Table 7 on page 77 are presented in Figure 46 on page 123 and
Figure 47 on page 124 . Again, it is seen that a four degree change in angle of attack is
required for the dispersed case. The bank angle history shows no change for the dispersed
case from that of the nominal case.
The control histories for the nominal minimum downrange trajectory and the dispersed
case listed second in Table 8 on page 77 are presented in Figure 48 on page 125 and
Figure 49 on page 126 . For this case, approximately a one degree change in angle of
attack is required. No change is required in the bank angle profile.
The required change in angle of attack for each of the dispersed cases shown was pri-
marily due to the change in the vehicle L/D as this was shown to be the primary dispersion
source in Subsection "4.3 Effect of Dispersions on Footprint" on page 59. The breaking point
of the guidance occurs when the vehicle does not have enough L/D range to overcome the
loss in L/D due to aerodynamic dispersions. As mentioned previously, the Shuttle entry gui-
dance algorithm was required to guide to the TAEM interface aim point to within 2.5 nautical
miles of position. The results presented for the nominal and dispersed cases show that this
requirement is met with the predictor-corrector guidance algorithm. Also, the trajectory
plots show that the algorithm achieves this performance with very infrequent guidance
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updates(.02hz.) andwith verysmall controlvariablechangesfromthe nominalconstant
angleof attackand linearbankwithvelocityprofiles. Mostimportantly,almostall of the
achievablefootprintis capturedusingthepredictor°correctoralgorithm.
4.6 HEAT RATE CONTROL PERFORMANCE
The closed-loop trajectories shown previously did not require heat rate control because
the maximum heat rate experienced was significantly lower than the limit imposed on the
ERV. The time responses for bank angle, angle of attack, and heat rate for the beginning of
a typical trajectory with and without heat rate control are shown in Figures 50 on page 127
through 52 on page 129. The resulting bank angle versus velocity profile is shown in
Figure 53 on page 130. These trajectories are for the middle of the-footprint where the peak
heat rate does not exceed the limit for the ERV. Therefore, for illustrative purposes, the heat
rate limit was reduced to 100 BTU/sq ft/sec. Comparing the trajectories with and without
heat rate control, it is seen that the heat rate control takes place over a fairly long time
range, but requires a significant departure from the linear bank profile over only a very short
velocity range. The impact on the trajectory is therefore small, and the predictor-corrector
stays converged on almost the same control history even though the vehicle does not follow
the assumed control profile during the heat rate control area.
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4,7 OVERCONTROL
For those trajectories not at the edge of the footprint, excess vehicle capability exists
that can be utilized to increase guidance margin for dispersions that may occur later in the
trajectory. For example, a 13,800 nautical mile downrange trajectory for the ERV only
requires flying" at 20 degrees angle of attack instead of 15 degrees for the nominal trajectory.
The ERV can modulate angle of attack between 15 degrees (maximum L/D) and 50 degrees
(minimum L/D) on the back side of the L/D curve, so the modulation capability is not equally
centered about the commanded angle of attack if flying at 20 degrees. By flying at 15
degrees (maximum L/D) early in the trajectory, guidance can center the remaining guidance
capability equally about the aim point to cover dispersions in all directions, not just those
that require less L/D to reach the target point. This approach is referred to here as overcon-
trol or command biasing.
Overcontrol can be implemented in several ways. First, the command can be biased
from the desired command when that command is not in the center of the modulation range.
As the vehicle flies a biased angle of attack, for example, the predicted final state will differ
from that for the unbiased command in such a direction that the next guidance command will
be moved in the direction opposite to the bias. By biasing in the proper direction, the com-
mand can be driven toward the center of the modulation range. If the guidance requires an
L/D higher than that in the middle of the L/D range, flying at an even higher L/D will drive
the required L/D toward the middle. Secondly, the target aim point can be moved from the
nominal aim point early in the entry. For example, for a trajectory to the maximum down-
range region of the footprint, the target aim point can be moved even farther downrange. Of
course, at some point in the trajectory, the aim point must be moved back to the desired
point.
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Thefirst approachwas implementedin the predictor-correctoralgorithmby biasingthe
angleof attackbyfive degreeswhenit wasmorethantwo degreesawayfrom30degrees.
Thebiasingwasterminatedat an inertialvelocityof 13,500feet per secondso asto allow
the guidanceto fly the propercontrolhistoryneartheendof thetrajectoryto reachthetar-
getaimpoint.
Figure54on page131comparestheangleof attackcontrolhistoryfor a 13,760nautical
mile downrangetrajectorywith the dispersionsusedfor the closed-looptrajectoriesshown
earlier. Withoutovercontrol,thevehiclemissesthetargetaimpointby 19.20nauticalmiles.
Thisoccursbecausethewindcontributionto thedisperSionincreasesasthevehiclevelocity
drops,sothe multiplicativescalefactoron densitydoesnot properlymodelthis dispersion.
Asthe windcontributionincreases,a higherL/Dis required,andthe angleof attackis driv-
en to 15 degrees or maximum L/D. Because maximum L/D was not utilized earlier in the
trajectory, the vehicle did not reach the target. Late in the trajectory, the predictor-corrector
goes unconverged as control authority is exhausted, causing the angle of attack to jump
between 15 and 30 degrees. By this point, the target aim point was unreachable anyway
due to the dispersions.
With command biasing, the commanded angle of attack early in the trajectory is that
corresponding to maximum L/D or15 degrees. It is seen that biasing drives the commanded
angle of attack to 25 degrees once the biasing is terminated at a velocity of 13,500 feet per
second or a time of 3,700 seconds. Later, when the wind dispersion drives the angle of
attack toward 15 degrees, there is significant margin remaining, and the angle of attack is
only driven to 24.5 degrees by the dispersion. With command biasing, the miss distance at
TAEM interface is only 0.27 nautical miles. Therefore, guidance margin is increased by
using overcontrol. More of the theoretically achievable footprint is attainable for dispersed
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cases.An evenlargermagnitudedispersioncouldhavebeenhandledlate in the trajectory
sincetheangleof attackwasnotdrivento thatfor maximumL/D.
Furtherworkis neededin thisareato determinethe properwayto utilizeovercontrolto
maximizeguidancemarginfor the expecteddispersions.Theprobabilityof the variousdis-
persionsoccurringandthe historiesof thosedispersionsalonga trajectorymustbeconsid-
ered. Forexample,if a "thick" atmosphere is encountered early in the trajectory equal to
the worstocase expected dispersion, it is highly unlikely that the atmosphere will get "thick-
er" later in the trajectory. Therefore, it is unnecessary to preserve guidance margin in the
direction needed to cover a "thicker" atmosphere beyond that already required for the
expected worst-case atmosphere. Such considerations should be taken into account in the
design of the overcontrol algorithm.
4.8 ALGORITHM EXECUTION TIME
An estimate of the execution time required for the predictor-corrector algorithm was
made using the execution time estimate feature of the HAL compiler. The estimate is for the
AP101 Shuttle flight computer. Figure 55 on page 132 shows the execution time required in
seconds as a function of the time to the TAEM interface point for a maximum downrange tra-
jectory. It is seen that early in the entry when the trajectory to be predicted is long, the pre-
dictor requires 43.7 seconds of CPU time. When only 500 seconds to the TAEM interface
point remains, the required time drops to 4.5 seconds. This figure can also be interpreted as
the minimum update interval for the predictor-corrector. Also, the guidance command will
be computed and sent to the vehicle autopilot a period of time after the start of the guidance
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cycleequalto the requiredexecutiontime. It is seenthat early in the entry,a significant
delayoccursbetweenthe startof the guidancecycleandthe computationof the guidance
command.Thisdelaywasnotsimulatedin theclosed-looptrajectories,butwill havea mini-
maleffecton the guidancemarginbecausethe guidanceis nottryingto fly a referencetra-
jectory like the analytic guidancealgorithms. The predic_tor-correctoris numerically
computinga trajectorythatwill fly directlyto thetargetaimpoint. Anyerror that buildsup
betweenthe start of the guidancecycleandthe issuingof the guidancecommandcanbe
nulledeasilysincetheentry is long,andthe errorwill shrinkas the delaydecreaseswith
decreasingtimeto theTAEMinterfacepoint.
The ShuttleAPI01CPUis the productof early 1970"stechnologyand is significantly
slowerthan flight comp_Jtersthat mightbeemployedin futureentry vehicles. The80C86
CPUfor exampleis two to five timesfasterthan the API01CPU,so the executiontime
requiredshownin Figure55on page132canbe scaleddownby a factorof two to five.
Computersutilizingparallelprocessingarchitecturecouldpredictthethreerequiredtrajecto-
riessimultaneouslyinthreeCPUs,cuttingtherequiredexecutiontimebya factorof three. If
scaledbya factorof fourdueto thefasterCPUanda factorof threedueto parallelprocess-
ing architecture,the maximumtime requireddropsto 3.6seconds,and the time with 500
secondsremainingto theTAEMinterfacepointdropsto 0.4seconds.Thepredictor-correc-
tor is thereforea viableguidanceschemeforfutureentryvehicles.
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5.0 FUTURE RESEARCH TOPICS AND CONCLUSIONS
5ol FUTURE RESEARCH TOPICS






Further reductions in CPU execution time
Use of an air data system for in-flight measurements
Use of overcontrol to increase guidance margin
Control of more than two state constraints
Optimization of the predictor algorithm and the integration scheme can yield significant
reductions in execution time beyond that already attained. Simplifying the aerodynamic
model can yield a great reduction in execution time and an equally important reduction in
the computer core required. The current model has 30 tables, each with 51 breakpoints over
the angle of attack range. A curve fit of the aerodynamic coefficients over the angle of
attack range and the flow regimes would reduce the core required to store the model data
and the computations required for each lookup.
The estimator algorithm was shown to be effective in determining the dispersions from
in-flight measurements. However, the estimator is unable to differentiate between density
dispersions and atmospheric winds. Figure 24 on page 101 showed that the multiplicative
density scale factor did not accurately model the wind contribution to the drag acceleration
because the relative contribution of the wind to the dispersion increases as the vehicle
PIH,EC_O PAO_ _ NOT FILM_
__iNTENTIONALLY B_
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velocity drops late in the trajectory. An air data system could provide an independent meas-
urement of the atmospheric winds, improving the estimation process and increasing guid-
ance margin by increasing the accuracy of the predicted trajectories.
The concept of overcontrol was introduced and shown to be effective for at least one
dispersed case. Further investigations should be made to determine how much overcontrol
is optimal for the expected dispersions. It may be possible to use the sensitivities of the
constraints to the control variables to determine a proper amount of command biasing for
any particular dispersion at any point in the trajectory.
Only the downrange error and crossrange error at TAEM interface are controlled in the
current design. The vehicle energy is not controlled Which can allow significant dispersions
in the ranging capability during theTAEM phase of entry. Approaches include redefining the
TAEM aim point in terms of a desired energy level or utilizirjg a third control variable to pro-
vide control over an energy level constraint. The Space Shuttle makes use of a split rudder
as a speedbrake to provide a large energy control capability. Such an approach could be
utilized with the predictor-corrector by computing the sensitivity of the three constraints to
the three control variables. This would require four predictions instead of the three currently
needed, but the fourth prediction could be made only during the latter part of entry to clean
up any dispersions in energy level that occur during the entry due to dispersions. The CPU




A predictor-corrector entry guidance algorithm has been demonstrated that exhibits
excellent performance and almost complete coverage of the achievable footprint. This algo-
rithm employs a simple control variable history to achieve near-optimal guidance for the
maximum downrange and maximum crossrange trajectories. Explicit heat rate control is
employed ,without significantly impacting the achievable footprint. This is achieved because
unlike previous guid&nce algorithms that included along heat rate control phase with no
active targeting, the proposed algorithm always actively targets to the aim point and only
controls heat rate in the short high heat rate regions as required.
The algorithm has been demonstrated to handle atmospheric and-aerodynamic disper-
o
sions within the capability of the vehicle. The required computer execution time is shown to
be within the capability of new flight computers.
Algorithm adaptability is provided through the utilization of in-flight measurements to
improve the accuracy of the predicted trajectory. Algorithm maintenance is simplified
because there are no reference trajectories used, and there are a minimum of
vehicle/mission-specific input parameters (I-loads). Transportability of the algorithm
between different entry vehicles is provided by eliminating vehicle-specific entry phases
other than the heat rate control phase which only requires the input of a heat rate limit. The
guidance algorithm does require a vehicle aerodynamic model, but this is developed in the
normal vehicle definition phase anyway.
o
In summary, an entry guidance algorithm has been developed that achieves near-opti-
mal performance while maximizing flexibility, adaptability, and transportability. Although
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morecomputationallyintensivethananalyticalgorithms,executionofthe predictor-corrector
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C'L CD Mass p Wind q_g ,;!, Error
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (deg) (deg) (n.m.)
TARGET POINT + 9.800 +144.700 -
NOMINAL
-1.9 + 1.9 -3.2 +19.1 63.8 HW
- 1.9 + 1.9 - 3.2 STS 1 63.8 HW
- 1o9 + 1.9 - 3.2 STS 9 63.8 HW
- 1.9 + 1o9 - 3.2 STS11 63.8 HW
+ 9.799 +144.702 0.13
+ 9.799 +144.701 0.08
+ 9.803 +144.694 0.30
+ 9.802 + 144.696 0,27
+ 9.801 +144.698 0.13
Table 7. Maximum Crossrange Region Closed-Loop Results
Dispersions Final State
CL CD Mass p Wind _g /[ Error
(%) (%)_ (%) (%) (%) (deg) (deg) (n.m.)
TARGET POINT - 2.300 + 55.000
NOMINAL
-1.9 + 1.9 -3.2 +19.1 63.8 CW--
- 1.9 + 1.9 -3.2 S°TS 1 63.8 CW--
-1.9 + 1.9 -3.2 STS9 63.8 CW-
-1.9 + 1.9 -3.2 STS11 63.8CW--
- 2.301 + 55.000 0.06
- 2.295 + 54.998 - 0.32
- 2.304 + 55.001 0.25
- 2.301 + 54.990 0.60
- 2.299 + 55.000 0.06
Table 8. Minimum Downrange Region Closed-Loop Results
Dispersions Final State
CL CD Mass p Wind q_g _. Error
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (deg) (deg) (n.m.)
TARGET POINT -14.900 + 9.800
NOMINAL
+ 1.9 - 1.9 + 3.2 -19,1 63.8 TW
+ 1.9 -1.9 + 3.2 STS 1 63.8 TW
+ 1.9 -1.9 + 3.2 STS9 63.8 TW
+ 1.9 -1.9 + 3.2 STS11 63.8 TW
-14.897 + 9.798 0.22
-14.902 + 9.801 0.13
-14.901 + 9.800 0.06
-14.900 + 9.800 0.00
-14.899 + 9.799 0.08
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Theoretical wing area = 177.40 ft 2
Body flap area =
Elevon area per side =
Aileron area per side =
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Reproduced from Reference (14)
Figure 1. Three-View Drawing of the ERV
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SCALAR WIND SPEED V (m/sec) STEADY-STATE ENVELOPES AS FUNCTIONS
OF ALTITUDE H (kin) FOR TWO PROBABILITIES P (%) ENCOMPASSING
ALL FOUR LOCATIONS
P = 95 P = 99
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Figure 6. Multiphase Bank Angle Program for L/D = 1.5
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Figure 22. Predicted L/D versus Angleof Attack Profile for the ERV
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Figure 25. Time Response of the L/D Filter
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Figure 43. Closed-Loop Crossrange History for the Minimum Downrange Case
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Figure 48. Angle of Attack Comparison for the Minimum Downrange Case
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Figure 53. Bank Angle Versus Velocity Comparison for Heat Rate Control
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Figure 55. Required Execution Time for the Predictor-Corrector
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APPENDIX A, ERV AERODYNAMICS MODEL
The aerodynamics of the ERV were reported in Reference [14], andthe, longitudinal per-
formance coefficients, CL and L/D, are shown in Figures 20 on page 97 and 21 on page 98.
Figure 22 on page 99 shows a typical L/D versus angle of attack profile. This profile is for a
Mach Number of 10, but across the flow regimes, the maximum L/D always occurs at an
angle of attack of approximately 15 degrees. This data was incorporated into the aerodyna-
mic model of the simulator and into the aerodynamic model of the predictor. It is seen that
the aerodynamic flow regimes are a function of:
1. Mach Number,-M
2. Viscous Interaction Parameter, -V
3. Altitude, h




where the speed of sound, C,, is computed from,
C, = 7 -_-0 TM
The viscous interaction parameter, V-, is computed from,















The Reynolds Number, Re, is calculated from,
pv_
Re - (104)
where the coefficient of viscosity for air,/_, is given by,
/_ = (105)
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APPENDIX B. ALGORITHM PROGRAM LISTINGS
Compiled listings of the flight software principal functions for the predictor-corrector gui-
dance algorithm as coded for use in the 6-DOF Aeroassist: Flight Experiment Simulator
(AFESIM) follow. The algorithms are coded in the HAL/S computer language. The principal
functions are:
1. IL LOAD - Values for all constants and I-loads
2. FSW_SEQ - Flight Software Sequencer
3. ORB_NAV - Orbit Navigation Algorithm
4. AERO_GUID - Predictor-Corrector Guidance Algorithm
At the beginning of each principal function is a description of the function and the
input/output parameters. At the end of each principal function is a cross reference table list-










cJ FUNCTTOH: VALUES OF Z-LOADS AND CONSTANTS
C J TNPUTS : NONE
CI OUTpUTS_" ALL Z-LOADS AND CONSTANTS LESTED
C I COt_tEHTS: HONE
CJ ......................................................................
CJ .....................................





















PZ SCALAR DOUBLE COHSTAHT(3.1415926535897932385))
DEG_TO_SEC SCALAR DOUBLE COHSTAHT|36OO]j
SEC_TODEG SCALAR DOUBLE COHSTANTI1 / DEGTO_SEC]i
DEGTO_RAD SCALAR DOUBLE CO_TAHTiPI / 180)J
RAD_TO_DEG SCALAR DOUBLE CONSTANT( 1 / DEG_TO_RAD ])
SEC_TO_RAO SCALAR DOUBLE CONSTAHT[DEGTORAD / 3600))
RAO_TO_SEC SCALAR DOUBLE CONSTANT(1 / SEC_TORAO )j
FI_TO_H SCALAR DOUBLE COHSTANTIO,30_8))
H..TO_FT SCALAR DOUBLE CONSTAHT(1 / FT_TO_H))
FT TO._HH SCALAR DOUBLE CONSTAHTI FT_TO_H / 185Z)J
HIt_TO_FT SCALAR DGUBLE COHSTAHTI 1 / FT_TO_HH ))
G_TO_FPS2 SCALAR DOUBLE CO(tSTAHT(9.80665 H_TO_FT))
FPSZ TO G SCALAR DOUBLE CONSTAHT[1 / G.TO_FPSZ])
LBHTOKG SCALAR DOUBLE CONSTANT(.45359Z37))
KG_TO_LBIISCALAR DOUBLE CONSTANTI1 / LBH_TO_KG)j
SLUG_TO_.KG SCALAR DOUBLE COHSTANT(LBHTO_KG G..TOFPS2))
KG_TO._SLUG SCALAR DOUBLE COHSTANT(KG.TO_LBIt FPSETOG))
LBF_TO....N SCALAR DOUBLE CONSTANT(4.4_SZZ16152605)j
H TO_LBF SCALAR DOUBLE COHSTAHTIE / LBF_TON|)






































CI FSN SEQ VARIABLES
Cl .................
231 HJ AERO_OAPCNT = 1)
23Z MI AEROOAP_PHS = O)
Z33 HI AERO_GUID_CNT = 5)
Z34 HI AEROGUIO_PHS = O)
Z35 Hi ORB NAV CHT = 5)
236 HJ ORB_NAV.PHS = 0)
INTE RHETRICS J
SOURCE











CI .......... I ZL_LOAD
CJ EPOCH DATA J IL_LOAD
cl .......... I IL_LOAO
El * I
237 HI EF_TOREF_AT_EPOCH = MATRIX I+l.0p t0.0, ÷0.0, ÷0.0_ ÷I.O, _0.0, _0.0, _O.Op .1.0)) I IL_LOAD
S| _DOUBLEp3j3 J
23H Hi T_EPOCH = O) I ZL_LOAD
cl ......................... ] IL_LOAD
cl EARTH PHYSZCAL PARAHETERS I ILLOA9
CI ......................... I IL_LOAD
239 HI EARTH_FLAT = 1 / Z98.3) I IL_LOAD
Z40 HI EARTH_JZ = 108Z.7E-6) J IL_LOAD
El 3 I
241 HJ EARTH_HU = 13.986012E141 / 1.3048) ) I ZL_LOAD
El - I
242 HI EARTHPOLE = VECTOR I Z.B991969340_71790E-3_ -5.1580036678323420E-Sj J ILLOAD
SI _DOUBLE_3 J
Z42 HI 9.9999579598948170E-1)J I ZL_LOAD
Z43 HI EARTH_R = 16378166.0) / .30_8) J ILLOAD
24q HI EARTH_RATE : 7.29Z114883ZZ33Z4E-5_ I IL_LOAD
El - I
Z45 Hi HE_HAV = EARTH_RATE EARTH_POLE) I IL_LOAD
GOCC)
HAL/SSTD360-2O,0E0 I NT E R M E T R I C S
STHT SOURCE
CI ..............................................
cJ PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR I-LOADS (HISSION-SPECIFIC)
CI ........................................ -; .....
CJ ...........................................
C I TARGET AIH POINT FOR NAXIHUH DOHNRAHGE CASE
CI OOHNRAHGE = 138_9 N.M.





CJ LATITUDE -Z8.071 DEG
CI LONGITUDE -69°313 DEG
CI INCLINATION 28.50 DEG
CI FLIGHT PATH ANGLE -0.996 DEG
CI INERTIAL VELOCITY 25778.8O,3 FT/SEC
CJ ALTITUDE O,OOOOO.O FT
C_ .....................................
CJ .............................................
C[ GEODETIC LATITUDE OF TAEN INTERFACE AIH POINT
C_ .............................................
2O,6 HI LAT_TARGET = 3.08O,J
CI .....................................
CI LOHGITUDE OF TAEM INTERFACE AIM POINT
CJ .....................................




ci INITIAL CONTROL VALUES FOR HAXIHUIt DOV_RAHGE CASE
CI .................................................
HI PHI EI = 0.0)




CI ESTIMATOR FILTER GAINS (TAU = 2S.0 SECONDS)
CI ...........................................
HI K RHO FILTERGAIN = o039Z1_
HI L_OVER_D_FILTER_GAIN = .039Z1)
C[ ....................
CI VEHICLE HASS ISLUGS)
CI ....................
251 HI NASS_NAV = 186.03
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........................ _......................................... 13
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CI LINEAR BANK HZTH VELOCITY PROFILE CONSTANTS
CJ ...........................................
Z62 HI PHI DES_HAX = 180.0_
263 HI PHI_MAX = 9O.O_
Z64 HI V,_FINAL_MAG = 1000,0!
260 MI V INITIAL HAG = Z600O.O_
Z66 MJ V HAG CHANGE = V_INITIAL_HAG - V_FIHAL_HAG)
CI ..........................................
CI CONSTANT ANGLE OF ATTACK PROFILE CONSTANTS
C_ ..........................................
267 HI ALPHA_.NAX = 45.01
:'68 HI ALPHA_HTN = 15.0_
'C I ....................................
CI VARIAOLE TIME STEP CONTROL CONSTANTS
CI ....................................
Z69 MI DELTA_T_PRED GAIN = ZOO.Ot
ZTO Hi DELTA T PRED NAX = ZO.O_
271 MI DELTA..T_PRED_MXN = Z.O)
CI ...........................
C] HEAT RATE CONTROL CONSTANTS
CI ...........................
272 HI HS = Z3500.O_,
273 HI OHEGA QDOT = O.IO)
Z74 Hi QDOT._.LZHIT = Z25.0)
Zl5 HI RHO_SL = O.OOZ378_
Z76 MI ZETA_QDOT = 1.00)
Z77 HI CLOSE ZL_LOAD_
_(_ B L 0 C K S U H H A R Y _
COMPOOL VARIABLES USED


































HAL/5 STD 360-24.20 I N T E R H E T R I C S , Z N C . APRIL 27, 1987 15:0:68.60
STHT SOURCE CURRENT SCOPE
AERO_DAP_CHT*, AERO DAP PHS*_ AFRO GUTO CNT*) AERO GUID PHS_*, ORB NAV CNT*, ORB NAV PHS*, FF TO RFF AT EPOCHs, T EPOCH*
EARTH FLAT_, FARTH J2_,-EARTH_HU*_-EARTH._POLF*_ EARTH R_, EARTH RATE_', HE_NAV*,' EARTH_RATE_ EARTH_POLE_ LAT._TARGET*
.LONG TARGFT*p PHI FI_p ALPHA EI_, K_RItO FILTER_GAIN*p L_OVER D FILTER_GAI/I*p HASS_NAV*, ALT_EXIT_ ALT FREEZE GUID*_ ALT_TAEM*
ALT TAEH_BIAS*, ALT_TAEH_ G_RUt4_GUIDANCE_, GRAVITY_HODEL_, S REF_, DT_AEROGUID_, GUID PASS_LIH_ PHI_DES_MAX,, PHI MAX*
V FINAL_HAG*_ V_INITIAL_HAG_, V_MAG_CHANGF*, V_INITIALHAG, V_FINAL_HAG, ALPHA HAX_, ALPHA_HIN*, DELTA T PRED GA/N*




HAL/S STD 360-Zq. 20
_-xCOHPI LATXOH
ZL_POOL: EXTERNAL COHPOOL_
IL_LOAD : PROCEDURE _
XHTE RHETRZCS _ XNC .
i
LAy OUT_x_
APRIL 27_ 1987 15:0:48.60
r
.!
8AL/STD 360-24.20 I N T E R H E T R I C S , I N C . APRIL'27_ 1987
f
15:0:48.60
SYHBOL & CROSS REFERENCE TABLE LISTING:
(CROSS REFERENCE FLAG KEY: _ = ASSIGNNENT, 2 = REFERENCE, I = SUBSCRIPT USE, 0 = DEFINITION)
DCL NAHE TYPE ATTRIBUTES & CROSS REFERENCE
21 AERO DAP CNT INTEGER SINGLE,°ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0021 4 0231 NOT REFERENCED
20 AERO DAP PHS INTEGER SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0020 _ 0232 NOT REFERENCED
23 AERO GUID CNT INTEGER SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0023 4 0233 NOT REFERENCED
22 AERO GUID PHS INTEGER SINGLE, ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF: O 0022 _ 023_ NOT REFERENCED
97 ALPHA_EI SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF: 0 0097 4 02_9 NOT REFERENCED
209 ALPHA_HAX SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF_" 0 0209 4 0267 NOT REFERENCED
209 ALPHA_HEN SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNEO_ INITIAL XREF: O 0209 _ 0268 NOT REFERENCED
79 ALT_EXIT SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0079 _ 0253 NOT REFERENCED
209 ALT FREEZE GUID SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0209 4 025_ NOT REFERENCED
209 ALT TAEH SCALAR SINGLE) ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0209 • 0255 2 0256
209 ALT TAEH BIAS SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: O 0209 4 0256 NOT REFERENCED
215 DEG_TO RAD SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: 0 0215 Z 0216
2 0217
213 DEG_TO SEC SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: 0 0213 2 0214
209 DELTA T PREO GAIN SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0209 4 0269 NOT REFERENCED
209 DELTA_T PREO HAX SCALAR SINGLE_ ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0209 _ 0270 NOT REFERENCED
209 DELTA_T._PRED HIN SCALAR SINGLE_ ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0209 4 0271 NOT REFERENCED
209 OT_AEROGUID SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: O 0209 4 0260 NOT REFERENCED
159 EARTH_FLAT SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0159 4 0239 NOT REFERENCED
160 EARTH_J2 SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF_" 0 0160 _ 0240 NOT REFERENCED
161 EARTH HU SCALAR DOUBLE_ ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0161 4 0241 NOT REFERENCED
162 EARTH_POLE 3 - VECTOR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: O 0162 _ 0242 2 0245
163 EARTH_R SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF_ 0 0163 _ 0243 NOT REFERENCED
16_ EARTH_RATE SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 016_ 4 02_4 2 0245
4 EF_TO REF AT_EPOCH 3 X 3 HATRIX DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 000_ 4 0237 NOT REFERENCED
22_ FPSZ_TO_G SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: 0 022_ 2 0228
219 FT_TO_N SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNEO_ STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: O 0219 2 OZZO
2 0221
221 FT_TO__t SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF; O 0221 2 0222
209 G_RUN_GUIDANCE SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0209 4 0Z57 NOT REFERENCED
223 G_TO_FPS2 SCALAR DOUDLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: 0 0223 2 0224
2 0227
165 GRAVITY_NODEL INTEGER SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF_ O 0165 4 0258 NOT REFERENCED
209 GUID PASS LIH SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF: 0 0209 4 0261 NOT REFERENCED
209 HS SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0209 _ 0272 NOT REFERENCED
211 IL LOAD PROCEDURE XREF: 0 0211 NOT REFERENCED
168 K_RHO_FILTER_GAIN SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0168 _ 0250 NOT REFERENCED
226 KG_TO_LDH SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: 0 0226 2 0228
228 KG TO SLUG SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: 0 0228
NOT REFERENCED
171 L_OVER_D_FILTER GAIN SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED,'INITIAL XREF: 0 0171 4 0251 NOT REFERENCED
209 LAT_TARGET SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0209 _ 0246 NOT REFERENCED
229 LBF_TO_N SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF_ 0 0229 Z 0230
225 LBN_TO KG SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: 0 0225 2 0226
2 0227
209 LONG_TARGET SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0209 4 0247 NOT REFERENCED
220 H TO FT SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: 0 0220 2 0223
10 HASS NAV SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 061G 4 0252 NOT REFERENCED






222 NH TO FT
209 OHEGA_QDOT
35 ORB NAV ChIT
3_ ORB_NAV..PRS











































ATTRIBUTES & CROSS REFERENCE
















DOUBLE_ ALIGNED_ STATIC, CONSTANT
NOT REFERENCED
SINGLE, ALIGHED_ INITIAL XREF: 0
SINGLE, ALIGNEDp INITIAL XREF8 0
SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0
SINGLE, ALIGNED) INITIAL XREF: O
SINGLE, ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF; O
SINGLEt ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF: 0
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC_ CONSTANT
SINGLE_ ALIGNED) INITIAL XREF: 0
DOUBLE, ALIGNED_ STATIC_ CONSTANT
NOT REFERENCED
DOUBLEt ALIGNED_ STATIC, CONSTANT
NOT REFERENCED
SINGLE, ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF: O
SINGLE, ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF: O
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATICp CONSTANT
NOT REFERENCED
DOUBLE_ ALIGNED_ STATICp CONSTANT
DOUBLE, ALIGNEDe STATIC_ CONSTANT
HOT REFERENCED
DOUBLE, ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF: O
SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: O
SINGLE_ ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0
SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0
SINGLE, ALIGNED) INITIAL XREF: 0










































FUNCTTON: EXECUTE FLIGHT SOFTHARE pRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS AT
PROPER RATE AND IN PROPER ORDER HHEN FUNCTIONS ACTIVE
INPUTS: ORG_NAV_ACT - ORBIT NAVIGATION ACTIVE FLAG
AERO GUID ACT - PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR ACTIVE FLAG








N_ DECLARE FSHpASS INTEGER DOL_LE INITIAL(O)J





















HAL/S STD 360-2_.Z0 Z _ T E R H E T R I C S _ Z N C .
STHT SOURCE
El
520 Hi IF ORB_NAV..ACT = ON AND HODIFSHPASS, ORB_NAV._CHT) = ORB._NAV_PHS THEN
J
5Z1 HI CALL ORB_NAV_























526 HI FSH.PASS = FSH._PASS + 1)
527 HI CLOSE FSHSEQ_
_ B L 0 C K S U H H A R Y _
EXTERNAL PROCEDURES CALLED
ORB_NAV, AERO_GUZD, AERO DAP
COItPOOL VARIABLES USED







HAL/SSTO360-2_.0 I NTER H E T R I C $
_**_ C O H P I L A T I O N L A YOU T *_
IL POOL: E_'ERNAL COHPOOL)
FSH POOL: EXTERNAL COHPOOL) '
ORB NAV: EXTERNAL PROCEDURE)
AERO_GUID: EXTERNAL PROCEDURE)
AERO DAP: EXTERNAL PROCEDURE)
FSN_SEQ : PROCEDURE _
THC . , APRIL 27, 1987 15:1:?.08
JHAL/S STD 360-2_.20 Z N T E R M E T R I C S _ I N C-. APRIL 27, 1987 15:1:9.08
SYHBOL & CROSS REFERENCE TABLE LISTING:
(CROSS REFERENCE FLAG KEY: _ = ASSIGNMENT, 2 = REFERENCE, 1 = SUBSCRIPT USE_ O = DEFINITION)
DCL NAME TYPE ATTRIBUTES & CROSS REFERENCE
517 AERO_DAP PROCEDURE EXTERNAL) VERSION=I XREF: 0 0517 Z 0525
255 AERO_DAP_ACT BIT(l) ALIGNED) INITIAL XREF: 0 0255 2 052_
21 AERO_DAP_CNT INTEGER SZNGLE_ ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: O 0021 Z 0524
20 AERO_DAPPHS INTEGER SINGLEp ALIGNED) INITIAL XREF_ 0 OOZO 2 0524
516 AERO_GUID PROCEDURE EXTERNAL) VERSION=I XREF: 0 0516 Z 0523
256 AEROGUID_ACT BIT(l) ALIGNEDt INITIAL XREF: 0 0256 2 0522
23 AEROGUZDCNT INTEGER SINGLE, ALIGNED) INITIAL XREF: O 0023 2 0522
22 AERO_GUID_PHS INTEGER SINGLE, ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF: 0 OOZZ 2 0522
519 FSH_PASS INTEGER DOUBLE) ALIGNED, STATIC) INITIAL XREF: O 0519 2 0520 E 0522 2 0524
6 0526
510 FSH_SEQ PROCEDURE XREF: 0 0510 NOT REFEREF_ED
515 ORB_NAV PROCEDURE EXTERNALp VERSION=I XREF: 0 0515 2 0521
262 ORB NAV_.ACT BIT(l) ALIGNED) INITIAL XREF: 0 0262 2 0520
35 ORB_NAV_CNT INTEGER SINGLEp ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: O 0035 Z 0520
34 ORO_NAV_PHS INTEGER SINGLE, ALIGNED) INITIAL XREF: 0 0034 2 0520
O©
0 :_
OHAL/S STD 360-Z4.20 I N T E R H E T R I C S • I N C .
STHT SOURCE
523 HI ORB NAV_
523 HI PROCEDURE)
DJ ......................................................................
CJ FUNCTION: MAINTAIN ESTZHATE OF VEHICLE STATE VECTOR AND COMPUTE
C{ STATE VECTOR DERIVED PARAMETERS i
Cl INPUTS: TATTITUDE - TIME TAG OF STATE VECTOR
cl RI - POSITION VECTOR
CI VI - VELOCITY VECTOR
CJ AI - ACCELERATION VECTOR.
Cl QZB - ATTITUDE QUATERNION
cJ PHI - BANK ANGLE
Cl OUTPUTS: T_NAV - TIHE TAG OF STATE VECTOR
CI R_NAV - POSITION VECTOR
CI V MAV - VELOCITY VECTOR
cJ A_NAV - ACCELERATION VECTOR
CI _B_TOI - ATTITUDE QUATERNION
Cl R NAV HAG - MAGNITUDE OF POSITION VECTOR
C_ UNIT R - UNIT VECTOR IN DIRECTION OF POSITION VECTOR
CJ ALT_NAV - ALTITUDE ABOVE FISHER ELLIPSOID
CI V NAV HAG - MAGNITUDE OF VELOCITY VECTOR
Cl V REL NAV - RELATIVE VELOCITY VECTOR
CI V REL_HAG - HASNITUDE OF RELATIVE VELOCITY VECTOR
CI RDOT NAV - RADIAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE
CI G LOAD - SENSED ACCELERATION MAGNITUDE IN G'S
CI ALPHA_NAV - ANGLE OF AI-I'ACK
cl BETA_NAV - SIDESLIP ANGLE
CI PHI_NAV - BANK ANGLE
CI ENTRY_COHPLETE - TAEH INTERFACE FLAG
CJ COHHENTS: PERFECT NAVIGATION IS ASSUHED, SO THE STATE VECTOR FROM
CI FROH THE ENVIRO_tENTMODEL IS COPIED,





DECLARE VREL_DODY VECTOR(3) SINGLE INITIALIO)_
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fZHd = AVN-IHd IN OE5
............... t3
_30NV _lVg OV3a 13
............... 13
IgI_ = I-Oi-_-b IN 6Z_
........................ 13
NOINU31V_ _QfIJ.I.ILJ.V OV3_ 13
........................ _3
(IV = AVN-V IN 9ZS
_I^ = AVN-A IN ZZS
13
_IU = AVN-a [H 9ZS
I]
................. 13
HOlO]A _IVIS QV_H 13
................. 13
_3QRiIJ_LV-I : AYN-_I-'i IN SZS
............. 13
5Vl 3Nil OV3H 13
............. 13
............................. 13
_OI3]A _lVlS IN3_NOBIAN] _d03 13
• ............................. 13
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HAL/S $TD 360-2_..20 X N T E R H E'T R I" C S • I N C o APRIL Z7, 1987 11:19:Z8,56
STILT ,SOURCE CURRENT SCOPE
Cl ....................................... I ORB_NAV
CI COHPUTE STATE VECTOR DERIVED PARAHETERS I ORB_NAV
CI ....................................... I ORB NAV
531 HJ T NAV = T_INU HAV) I ORB_NAV
El I
53 :> Hi R_HAV_HAG = ABVALIR_NAV)) J ORB NAV
El - i
533 HI UNTT_R = R_NAV / R NAV NAG) I ORB_NAV
El Z - I
534, HI ALT NAV = R NAV NAG - (1 - EARTHFLAT) EARTH R / SQRT)I ,I- I[11 - EARTH_FLAT] - 1) (1 - IUNIT_R . I ORB_NAV
El z I
53_ NJ EARTH_POLE) ))) I ORB HAV
El - i
535 HI V_NAV_HAG = ASVALIV NAV)) I ORB_NAV
• El - I
536 HJ V REL HAV = V. NAV - [HE HAV _ R_NAV)) I ORB_NAV
el I
537 HI V REL NAG = ABVAL(V_REL NAV)) I ORB_NAV
El - I
538 HI RDOT_NAV = V._HAV . L_IIT_R) I ORB NAV
El - I
.K39 HI G_LOAD = ABVALIA NAV) FPSZ_TO_G! _ ORB_NAV
C I .................................. I ORO_NAV
C I ANGLE OF ATTACK AND S_[DESL'rp ANGLE I ORB_NAV
C I .................................. I ORB_NAV
El - I
5_0 HI VREL_BODY = SQFORH(SQPOSEI(;tB TO T), V. REL_NAV]) I ORB_NAV
5(tl HI ALPHA_NAV = SARCTANZIVREL_BODY _ VREL._BODY ] RAD_TO_DEG) I ORB,_NAV
sl 3 1 I
5r*z HI BETA_HAV = ARCSZN(VREL_BOD¥ / V._REL_HAG) RAD_TO_DEG) I ORB_NAV
sl z I
c I ......................................... I ORB_NAV
CJ FLAG SZGNALIHG TAEH ZNTERFACE OR SKIP OUT I ORB_NAY
C I ......................................... I ORS_NAY
5(t3 HI IF |(ALT_NAV > ALT EXET) AND (RDOT_NAV > O)) OR (ALT NAV < ALT_TAEH) THEN J ORB_NAV
El I
5(*4 HI AERO_BRAKE_COHPLETE = TRUE) J ORB_NAV
GO
HAL/SSTD 360-_.20 I N T E R H E T R I C S _ [ N C o APRIL 27_ 1987 11:19:28.56
STHT SOURCE CURRENT SCOPE





T_IHU_NAV_, TATTITUDE, R NAV_, RI, V HAVe, VI, A_NAV_, AI_ Q_B_TO_I_ QIB, PHI_NAV_ PHI_ T_NAV_ T_IHUNAV_ R_NAV._HAG_, R_NAV
UtlITR_ R_NAV_HAG_ ALTHAV_ EARTH FLAT_ EARTH R_ UNIT R_ EARTH_POLE_ V_HAV_HAG_ V..NAV_ V_RELHAV_ HE HAV, V REL MAGW



















INC. APRIL 27, 1987 11:i9:28o56
01
L,rt
HAL/S STD 360-24.20 I N T E R M E T R I C S , I N C . APRIL 27, 1987 11=19:28.56
SYH BOL & CROSS REFERENCE TABLE LISTING:
ICROSS REFERENCE FLAG KEY: 4 = ABSIG_tEHT, E = REFERENCE_ 1 = SUBSCRIPT USE, 0 = DEFINITION)
DCL NAHE TYPE ATTRIBUTES & CROSS REFERENCE
88 A_NAV 3 - VECTOR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0088 4 0528 Z 0539
78 AEROBRAKE_COHPLETE BITI 1) ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF; 0 0078 4 0544 NOT REFERENCED
1 A1 3 - VECTOR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0001 Z 0528
75 ALPHA_NAV SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED, 1NITIAL XREF: O 0075 4 0541 NOT REFERENCED
384 ALT_EXIT SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF: 0 0384 2 0543
80 ALTNAV SCALAR DOUBLE,JALIGNED, 1NITZAL XREF: O 0080 _ 0534 Z 0543
514 ALT_TAEH SCALAR SINGLE_ ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF: O 0514 Z 0543
76 BETA NAV SCALAR SINGLE) ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0076 • 054E NOT REFERENCED
518 CARG SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED_ INPUT-PARH XREF: 0 0518
516 DQFORN 3 - VECTOR FUNCTION DOUBLE, INITIAL, EXTERNAL_ VERSION=2 XREF: 0 0516
NOT REFERENCED
464 EARTHFLAT SCALAR DOUBLE_ ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF: 0 0464 2 0534
467 EARTH_POLE 3 - VECTOR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, 1NITIAL XREF: 0 0467 E 0534
468 EARTH_R SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF: 0 0468 2 0534
15 FPS2_TO_G SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED_ CONSTANT XREF: 0 0015 Z 0019 E 0539
83 GLOAD SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0083 4 0539 NOT REFERENCED
523 ORB_NAV PROCEDURE XREF: O 0523 NOT REFERENCED
520 P 4 - VECTOR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INPUT-PARH XREF: O 0520
1 PHI SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF: 0 0001 Z 0530
77 PHI NAV SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0077 4 0530 NOT REFERENCED
521 Q 4 - VECTOR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INPUT-PARN XREF: O 0521
519 Q _ - VECTOR SINGLE_ ALIGHED, INPUT-PARN XREF: 0 0519
517 Q 4 - VECTOR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INPUT-PARN XREF= 0 0517
520 Q 4 - VECTOR SINGLE, ALIGNEDp INPUT-PARH XREF: O 0520
516 q 4 - VECTOR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INPUT-PARH XREF: 0 0516
64 _BTO_I • - VECTOR SINGLE, ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF: O 0064 4 0529 2 0540
517 O._ERR_ANO 3 - VECTOR FUNCTION SINGLE, INITIAL_ EXTERNAL, VERSION=2 XREF: 0 0517
NOT REFERENCED
1 QIB 4 - VECTOR DOUBLE, ALIGNEDe INITIAL XREF: 0 0001 2 0529
522 R 3 - VECTOR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INPUT-PARN XREF: 0 0522
87 R_NAV 3 - VECTOR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0087 4 0526 2 0532 2 0533
2 0536
89 R NAV HAG SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0089 • 0532 2 0533 2 053_
7 RAOTO_DEG SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNEO, CONSTANT XREF: 0 0007 Z 0541 2 0542
90 RDOT_NAV SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0090 4 0538 2 0543
1 RI 3 - VECTOR DOUBLE, ALIOHEDe INITIAL XREF: 0 0001 Z 0526
518 SARCTANE SCALAR FUNCTION SINGLE, INITIAL, EXTERNAL, VERSION=2 XREF: O 0518 2 0541
518 BARG SCALAR SINGLE_ ALIGNED, INPUT-PARN XREF: 0 0518
519 SQFORN 3 - VECTOR FUNCTION SltlGLE _ INITIAL, EXTERNAL_ VERSION=3 ×REF: O 0519 2 05_0
520 5_IULT 4 - VECTOR FUNCTION SINGLE_ INITIAL, EXTERNAL= VERSION=3 XREF: 0 0520
NOT REFERENCED
521 SQPOSE 4 - VECTOR FUNCTION SINGLE, INITIAL, EXTERNAL, VERSION=3 XREF: O 0521 E 0540
522 SRV_TO_QIL 4 - VECTOR FUNCTION SINGLE, INITIAL, EXTERNAL_ VERSION=2 XREF: 0 0522
NOT REFERENCED
1 T_ATTITUDE SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0001 2 0525
67 T IHU NAV SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0067 4 0525 E 0531
• 92 T_NAV SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0092 4 0531 NOT REFERENCED
516 U 3 - VECTOR DOUBLE_ ALIGNEDp INPUT-PARH XREF: 0 0516
519 U 3 - VECTOR SINGLE, ALIGNED, INPUT-PARH XREF: 0 0519























I N C . APRIL 27_ 1987 11:19:28.56
ATTRIBUTES & CROSS REFERENCE
SINGLE_ ALIGNED_ INPUT-PARH XREF: 0 0522
DOL_LE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: O 0094 4 0527 Z 0535 2 0536
2 0538
DOU3LE, ALIONED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0095 4 0535 NOT REFERENCED
DOUBLE_ ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0096 4 0537 2 0542
DOL_LE_ ALIGrlED) INITIAL XREF: 0 0097 4 0536 Z 0537 2 0540
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF; O 0001 2 0527
SINGLE) ALIGHED_ STATICp INITIAL XREF: 0 0524 4 0540 Z 0541
2 054Z
SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREE: 0 0_81 Z 0536
_aP





C J DATE : _/1/87
C_ FUNCTION: HtJMERIC PREDICTOR/CORRECTOR ENTRY GUIDANCE ALGORITHM
CJ FOR THE ENTRY RESEARCH VEHICLE IERV].
C[ INPUTS: A_MAV - SENSED INERTIAL ACCELERATION VECTOR
C I ALPHA_NAV - ANGLE OF ATTACK
CJ ALT_NAV - ALTITUDE ABOVE FISHER ELLIPSOID
CJ G_LOAD - SENSED ACCELERATION HAGMITUDE ZN G*S
cl R_NAV - INERTIAL POSITION VECTOR
C J T_GHT - GREENHICH MEAN TIME
CI V_NAV - INERTIAL VELOCITY VECTOR
cJ V_NAV_MAG - INERTIAL VELOCITY HAGNITUDE
C I V_REL_MAG - RELATIVE VELOCITY MAGNITUDE
C I V. REL NAV - RELATIVE VELOCITY VECTOR
C I OUTPUTS: ALPHA_CtfD - CO_gtANDED ANGLE OF ATTACK
C J PHI_CMD - COHMANDED BAt_( ANGLE
cJ DESIGNED BY: K. SPRATLZN
CI C.S. DRAPER LABORATORY, INC.
CI MAlL STOP ZB
C I 555 TECHNOLOGY SGUARE
cJ CAHBRZDGE_ HA 02139
CI (617) 258- Z_1 r
C_ .................................................................





































































COSPHI _DOT SCALAR SINGLE ZNITZAL(-1.O)j
DELTA T_PRED SCALAR SINGLE}
EE FROH_REF AT_EPOCH HATRIX(3, 3) DOUBLE)
GUZD PASS INTEGER SZNGLE_
I_TARGET_EF VECTDRI3) DOUBLE_







1 H SCALAR SINGLE,
1 RHO SCALAR SINGLE,
ITS SCALAR SINGLE,
1 THSCALAR SINGLEJ
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CJ COHPUTE BA_ HAGHITUDE FOR HEAT RATE CONTROL
C] ............................................
5_0 MJ I CALL HEAT_RATE_CONTROL_
CI .........................
C_ UPDATE COPU4ANDED ATTITUDE
CI .........................
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HAL/S 5TD $60-Z_.20 Z N T E R H E T R £ C S _ I N C o APRZL 27, 1987 14:I3:ZB.B5
$TMT SOURCE CURRENT SCOPE
COMPOOL VARIABLES USED
EF_TO REF AT EPOCH_ ALPHA EI_ PHI EI, ALPHA_CHD_ ALPHA_MINp ALPHA HAX, PHI CMD_ PHX_MAX, LONG_TARGET, OEGTO.RAD_ LAT_TARGET
EARTH_FLAT, K_RHONAV_p K LODHAV_
OUTER VARIABLES USED









































FUNCTION: IN-FLIGHT ACCELERATION HEASUREHENT FILTERING
......................................................
LOCAL VARIABLES
DECLARE ADRAGHAG SCALAR SINGLE)
DECLARE A_LZFT_HAG SCALAR SINGLEI
DECLARE ATHOS ATMOSPROP-STRUCTUREI
DECLARE CD_HOH SCALAR SINGLE)
DECLARE CLNOMSCALAR SINGLE)
DECLARE LOD_MEAS SCALAR SINGLE)
DECLARE LOD_NOMSCALAR SINGLE)
DECLARE HACH SCALAR SIHGLE)
DECLARE RHO._MEAS SCALAR SINGLE)
DECLARE VBAR SCALAR SINGLE)
..................................
LOOK UP OF NOMINAL DENSITY AND L/D
..................................
CALL USATHOS6ZI R NAV, EARTH_POLE ] ASSIONI ATMOS ))
CALL AERO_PARAHETERS( V .REL_MAGp ATMOS ] ASSIONI V. BAR_ MACR))
CALL LOOKUP(ALPHA_NAV_ ATHOS.H_ V_.BARp MACH) ASSIGN(CL_NOM, CD_NOM])
LOD_NOH = CLNOM / CD NOM)
..................................
COMPUTE DRAG AND LIFT ACCELERATION
..................................
A_DRAG_HAG = -(A_NAV . V REL_NAV) / V._RELMAG)






































STD 360-2q. 20 INTERHETRXCS p INC. APRIL- 27, I987 1_ : 13:28.85
S(XJRC E CURRENT SCOPE
El - - I
587 MJ A LZFT._HAG = SQRTIA_NAV . A HAV - A_DRAGHAG A DRAG HAG)! J FILTERS
CI ................................ J FILTERS
C| CO_tPUTE MEASURED L/D AND DENSITY J FILTERS
CI ................................ J FILTERS
588 HJ LOD_HEAS = A_LIFT_HAG / A._DRAG._HAGs J I FILTERS
El Z I
589 HI RHO NEAS = 2 ADRAG_NAG NASS_NAV / (CD_NOH S REF V_REL_HAG )J J FILTERS
cl ...................................... I FILTERS
cJ FILTER NEASURED L/D AND DENSITY RATIOS I FTLTERS
CI ...................................... I FILTERS
590 HJ K LOD HAY = (1 - L OVER D FILTER_GAIN) K_LODJgIV • L_OVER D FILTER_GAIN (LOD NEAS / LOD NOt1)) J FILTERS
591 Hi K_RHO._NAV = I1 - K RHO FILTER_GAIN) K RHO_NAV • K_RHO FILTER_GAIN (RHO_NEAS / Ai"HOS.RHO)J _ FILTERS
CI ................................. ] FILTERS
CJ COItPUTE FILTERED NEASURED DENSITY J FILTERS
CJ ................................. I FILTERS
592 HI RRO..NAV = K RHO HAV ATtIOS.RHO_ J FILTERS
CI ............................. J F1_LTERS
CJ COMPUTE FILTERED ESTTMATED CL _ FILTERS
CI ............................. I FILTERS
593 MJ CL_EST = K LOD_HAV CL_NOHJ J FILTERS
59_ idJ CLOSE FILTERS; J FILTERS




R..NAV_ EARTH POLE) V_REL_HAG, ALPHA_NAVp A NAV_ V..REL_NAV_ HASS_NAVp S_REFp K LOD_NAV_p L OVER_D_FZLTERGAINe K_LOD_NAV
K RHO NAV_ K_RHO_FZLTERGAZN, K RHO NAV
OUTER VARIABLES USED
RHONAV_ CL_EST_














596 NI DECLARE COSPHI1 SCALAR SINGLE)
597 N_ DECLARE COSPHZ_Z SCALAR SZHGLE)
598 HI DECLARE FIRSTPASS BOOLEAN INITIALITRUE))
599 H) DECLARE HS._2 SCALAR SINGLE)
600 HI DECLARE K_QDOT SCALAR SIHGLE_
601 NJ DECLARE K_QDOT_RATE SCALAR SINGLE)
602 MI DECLARE KI_GAIN SCALAR SINGLEI
603 HI DECLARE KI_QDOT SCALAR SZHGLEi
60_ HJ DECLARE OtIEGA_QDOT_SQUAREO SCALAR SZHGLEI
605 HI DECLARE QBAR SCALAR SINGLE)
606 HI DECLARE _DOT SCALAR SIHGLEI
607 HI DECLARE QDOT_PAST SCALAR SINGLE_
608HI DECLARE QDOT_RATE SCALAR SINGLE)
609 N_ DECLARE THO_ZETAONEGA SCALAR SINGLE!
E_ 3.05
610 HI GDOT : 17700.0 SQRT(RHO_NAV) (V_REL_NAG / 10000)
El
611 M_ IF [FZRST._PASS = TRUE) THEN
612 NI DO)
El
613 H_ 1 FIRST_PASS = FALSE)
CI ...........................
CI HEAT RATE CONTROL CONSTANTS




































STD 360-Z¢.20 Z /t T E R N E T R I C S e Z N C °
SOURCE
CJ ...........................
61_ HI 1 H8_Z = 2 HSJ
615 HI 1 KI_GAIN = S_REF SQRT(RHO SL) 17700.0 / (HS._Z HASS.NAV]!
616NJ I OHEGA QDOT_SQUARED = OHEGA.QDOT (_tESA_QDOTI
617 MJ 1 THO_ZETA_OHEGA = 2 ZETA_QDOT OHEGA_QDOT)
CJ .........................
CI FIRST PASS ENITIALIZATZON
CJ .........................
618 MJ 1 QDOT RATE = OJ
619 HI ENOj
620 HI ELSE
610 M) QDOT_RATE : IQDOT - QDOT_PAST) / DT_AEROGUZD!
621 MI QDOT PAST = QDOT_
621 HI ZF (QDOT > .5 QDOT._LIMIT] THEN
623 MI DOj
C_ ..........................
CI ESTIMATED DYNAHEC PRESSURE
Ci ......................... _.
614. HI 1 qBAR = .5 RHO._HAV V_REL_MAG V..REL_HAGJ
C_ .......................
C I HEAT RATE CONTROL GAINS
CI .......................
El 3.05
628 HI I KZ QOOT = K1 GAIN CL_E8T (V REL_PIAG / 10000.0)
626 HI 1 K QDOT = OHEGA QOOT_SOUARED / KI_QDOT)
697 HI 1 K_QOOT RATE = THO_ZETA_OHEGA / KI_QDOT)
CI ..........................
CI HEAT RATE CONTROL E(_JATZON
C] ..........................
628 HI 1 COSPHZ_I = K_QDOT RATE QDOT_RATE / QBAR)
619 HI 1 COSPHZ 2 = K_QDOT _QDOT - QDOT_LZHZT) / QBARI










































63Z HI COSPHI_qDOT = -1.0)
633 HI CLOSE HEAT RATE CONTROL_
_BLOCK SUHHARY_
COHPOOL VARIABLES USED
V_REL_HAG, HS, S_REF, RHO_SL_ HASSNAV, OHEGA_QDOTp ZETA_QDOT, DT_AEROGUID, QDOTLIHIT_ ALT_NAV
OUTER VARIABLES USED
RHO,_NAV, CL_EST_ COSPHI_QDOT_









































ALPHA CMD = ALPHA_DES_
l
.............................
COHPUTE AND LIMIT PHI COt'gIAND
.............................
PHI_CND = PHI DES ABS(V NAVHAG -V.FIHAL_HAG) /V HAG_CHANGES
PHI CMD = HIDVALII-PHIHAX)p PHI CMDe PHI HAX)p
.................................................
ADJUST COMMANDED BANK ANGLE FOR HEAT RATE CONTROL
.................................................
IF (COSPHIqDOT > O) THEN
DO_
1 TEHPORARY COSPHI_CMD SCALAR SINGLE
1 COSPHI_CHD = COS( PHI_CMD DEG._TO...RAD) • COSPHI_QDOTI
1 COSPHI_CMD = MIDVAL(-1.O, COSPHI CMD, ÷1.0)_
1 PHI_CHD = SIGN(PHI_CMD) ARCCOSICOSPHI_CHD) RAD TO_DEG_
END_
............................
LIMIT ALPHA AND PHI COMMANDS
............................
ALPHA_CMD = MIDVAL(ALPHAMIN, ALPHA_CMD_ ALPHA_MAX)j
PHI_CHD = MIDVAL(I-PHI_MAX)_ PHI CMD_ PHI_HAX)s
CLOSE ATTITUDE_¢Ot_AHD)
**_* B L O C K S U M M A R Y ****
COHPOOL VARIABLES USED








































































DECLARE ALPHA_TRY SCALAR SZNGLE}
DECLARE DELTAALPHA SCALAR SINGLE CONSTANT(3)_
DECLARE DELTA_PHI SCALAR SINGLE CONSTANT(3))
DECLARE DETERH SCALAR SINGLE INITIAL(O)I
DECLARE DDREDA SCALAR SINGLE_
DECLARE DDRE_DP SCALAR SINGLE_
DECLARE DCRE_DA SCALAR SZNGLEJ
DECLARE DCREDP SCALAR SIHGLE_
DECLARE CRE SCALAR SZNGLEj
DECLARE CRERROR ARRAY|3) SCALAR SINGLEI
DECLARE CR_ERR SCALAR SINGLE_
DECLARE PHI_TRY SCALAR SINGLEI
DECLARE PRED_EXET 800LEANj
DECLARE DR_ERROR ARRAY(3) SCALAR SINGLEj
DECLARE DR_ERR SCALAR SINGLEJ
DECLARE DRE SCALAR SINGLE;
665 Hi DO FOR TEMPORARY i = 1 TO 3_
666 MI 1 DO CASE I_
667 HI 2 O0_
668 HI 3 ALPHA_TRY = ALPHA_DESk
669 HI 3 PHI_TRY = PHI_DESJ














































3 ALPHA_TRY = ALPHA_DES e DELTAALPHA)
3 PHI_TRY = PHI DES_
Z END;
Z DO)
3 ALPHATRY = ALPHA_DES)
3 PHZTRY = PHZ_DES e DELTA_PHZ_
Z END)
679 HI 1 END)
C_ ...........................................
CI CALL PREDZCTOR HZTH DESZRED CONTROL HZSTORY
C_ ...........................................
680 HI 1 CALL PREDZCTOR)
CI ........................
CJ STORE FZNAL STATE ERRORS
cl ........................
681 HI 1 DRERROR = DRERR)
SI Z










HI DDRE_DA = (DRERROR - DR_ERROR ) / DELTA_ALPHA)
sI E 1
HJ DDRE_DP = (DR_ERROR - DR_ERROR ) / DELTA_PHZ)
sl 3 1
HJ DCREDA = ICR_ERROR - CRERROR ) / DELTA_ALPHAI
sI z z
HI DCRE_DP = (CR_ERROR - CR_ERROR ] / DELTA PHZJ
sl 3 z





































HAL/S STD 360-2_. ZO
$114T
688 HJ DRE = DR_ERROR _,
SI Z
689 HJ CRE = CR ERROR I*
SJ 'z
CJ .....................................










][HTERHETRECS e TNC o
SOURCE i
DETERH = DCRE_DP DDREDA - DDRE_Dp DCRE_DA_
XF (DETERH -= O) THEN
DO_
ALPHADES = ALPHA DES + (DDRE_DP CRE - DCRE_DP DRE) / DETERH)
ALPHA_DES = HIDVAL(ALPHA_HZN_ ALPHA DES_ ALPHA_HAX)5
PHXDES = PHI_DES - (DDRE_DA CRE - DCREDA DRE) / DETERHJ
PHZDES = HIDVALI(-PHZ_DES_HAX}_ PHZ_DES, PHXDES_IIAX))
END_



























































DECLARE EARTH_FZXED FROH_REFERENCE FUNCTZON HATRIX(3, 3) DOUBLE!
LOCAL VARIABLES
DECLARE TOTAL_TZHE_STEPS INTEGER SINGLE}
DECLARE A PRED VECTOR(3) DOUBLE}
DECLARE A PRED HAG SCALAR SINGLE}
DECLARE ALPRA_PRED SCALAR SINGLEI
DECLARE ATHOS ATHOSPROP-STRUCTURE)
DECLARE CD_PRED SCALAR SINGLED
DECLARE CL_PRED SCALAR SINGLE}
DECLARE DOT SCALAR DOUBLE)
DECLARE EF_FROH_REF HATRIX(3_ 3) DOUBLE}
DECLARE ]_INPLANE VECTOR(3) DOUBLE}
DECLARE I_NORHAL VECTOR(]) DOUBLEI
DECLARE ZNTEG_LOOP SCALAR $ZNGLEJ
DECLARE IR_E VECTORI]) DOL_LE}
DECLARE LOD_PRED SCALAR SZNGLE_
DECLARE HACR_PRED SCALAR SINGLE}
DECLARE PHI_PRED SCALAR SINGLE}
DECLARE R PRED VECTOR[3) DOUBLE}
DECLARE R HAG PRED SCALAR DOUBLE}
DECLARE RDOT_PRED SCALAR SINGLE}








































































DECLARE T,_PRED SCALAR DOL_LEj
DECLARE V,_BAR_PRED SCALAR SINGLE_
DECLARE V,_HAG_PRED SCALAR DO(JBLEI
DECLARE V_PRED VECTOR(3) DOL_LE_
DECLARE V REL_HAG_PRED SCALAR SINGLEj
DECLARE V REL_PRED VECTOR(]) SINGLEj
DECLARE VRE VECTORI3) DOUBLE)
.................................




R_HAG._PRED = ABVAL(R PRED)_
V..PRED = V. NAV)
V._HAG_PRED = ABVALIV PRED)J
V,_RELPRED = V_PRED - I HE_NAV _ R_PREO))
V_REL_HAGPRED = ABVAL(V REL PRED))
..............................
ANGLE OF ATTACK FOR PREDICTION
..............................
ALPHA PRED = ALPHA_TRYI
........................................
INITIALIZE 196Z U.S. STANDARD ATHOSPHERE
.......................... _ .............
- +
CALL USATHOS6Z(R PRED, EARTH_POLE) ASSZGN(ATHOS)J
................................. _ .........
FORCE 1ST TIME STEP TO BE HINIHUttTIHE STEP
..........................................









































































A PRED = VECTOR _999999._ 999999,_ 999999.)_
_SZHGLEp3
PREDICTOR LOOp
DO FOR TEMPORARY TIME INCREMENT = I TO 5OOO_ j
.......................................................
COHPUTE TIME STEP FOR _TH ORDER RUNGA-KUTTA INTEGRATION
.......................................................
1 TOTAL TIHE_STEPS = TIME INCREMENT!
1 IF (All'tOS.H <= ALTTAEH_BIAS) THEN
1 DELTA TPRED = DELTA T_PRED_MIN_
1 ELSE
1 DO;
Z A_PREDMAG =ABVAL(A. PREO))
Z IF IA_PRED_MAG -= 0) THEN
2 DELTA T,_PRED : DELTA_TPRED_GAIN / A_PREDMAGJ
Z ELSE
Z DELTA T_PRED = DELTA._T_PRED_HAX_






1 CALL AERO_PARAMETERS(V_REL_HAG_PRED_ A11vlOS) ASSIGHIV_BARPREO) MACH_PRED))
1 CALL LOOKUPIALPHA_PRED_ ATftOS.H_ V_BAR_PRED, HACH_PRED) ASSZGN|CL_PRED, CDPRED)_
ESTIMATED L/D
1 LODPRED = K LOD NAV CLPRED / CD_PREDJ










































































STD 360-24.20 I N T E R M E T R I C S , I N C .
SOURCE
.................................
EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR ERV ENTRY
.................................
1 DO FOR INTEG LOOP = 1 TO _
Z TEMPORARY AERO_ACCEL VECTORI3I SINGLEI
Z TEMPORARY CPHI SCALAR SINGLE_
Z TEMPORARY DRAG ACCEL SCALAR SINGLE_
2 TEMPORARY GRAV_ACCEL VECTORI 3 ] DOUBLE)
Z TEMPORARY HS_NORM_PRED SCALAR SIHGLE)
Z TEMPORARY I_LAT VECTORI3) SINGLE_
Z TEMPORARY ILIFT VECTORI3) SINGLEI
Z TEMPORARY I_VEL VECTORI3) SINGLE_
Z TEMPORARY LIFT_ACCEL SCALAR SINGLEj
Z TEMPORARY RHO PRED SCALAR SIHGLEj
2 TEMPORARY SPHI SCALAR SIHGLE !
2 TEMPORARY U_PRED VECTORI3) DOUBLEj
2 TEMPORARY Z PRED SCALAR DOUBLEI
ESTIMATED DENSITY
2 RHO_PRED = K_RHO NAV ATHOS.RHO!
BANX ANGLE MODEL
Z PHI PRED = PHI_TRY ABSIV_HAG PRED - V_FINAL HAG) / V.MAG_CHANGE_
2 PHI_PRED = MIDVALiI-PHI_MAX)p PHI PRED_ PHI HAX) DEG TO_RAD)
Z CPHI = COSIPHI PRED))






































STD 360-2_.20 I N T E R M E T R I C S , I N C .
SOURCE
2
Z DRAG..ACCEL = .5 RHO_PRED V REL HAG_PRED CD PRED S._REF / HASS_MAV_
Z LIFT_ACCEL = LOD PRED DRAG_ACCELj









77Z MI 2 I LAT : UNITII VEL * R_PRED))
El - -
773 MI Z I_LIFT : UNZTIZ_LAT * I_VEL) CPHI + I_LAT SPHI)
El -
77_ MJ Z AERO ACCEL = LIFT_ACCEL I_LZFT - DRAG ACCEL I_VEL)
C[ .................................













C I TOTAL ACCELERATION
Cl ..................
El - -
779 HI 2 A PRED = AERO_ACCEL • GRAV._ACCELj
Cl ...........................
C I CALL RUNGA-KUTTA INTEGRATOR
CI ...........................





781 Hi 2 R_MAG_PRED = ABVAL(R_PRED]_
U pRED = R_PRED / R_HAG_PREDI
Z_PRED = U PRED o EARTH POLE|
- Z 2
U_PRED = U PRED _ 13 EARTH_JZ / Z) IEARTH_R / R_MAG_PRED) ((l - 5 Z_.PRED ) U_PRED # 2
Z_PRED EARTH POLE ll
Z -
















































STD 360-_,,.10 I N T E R H E T R I C S , I N C o APREL 17_ 1987HAL/S
STHT SOURCE
El
781 HJ Z V_HAG_PRED = ABVAL(V PRED))
CJ .................
C I RELATIVE VELOCITY
icl .................
El - -
78.3 HI 2 V_REL_PRED = V_PRED - lINE HAV _ R PHED))
El
78_ HI Z V.REL HAG PRED = ABVALIV_REL_PRED))
CI .............................
CJ 1962 U.S. STANDARD ATtIOSPHERE
CI .............................
El +
785 H_ 2: CALL USATHOS6Z(R PRED_ EARTH_POLE) ASSIGNIATHOS])




787 PI_ 1 T PRED = T PRED + DELTA_T_PREDJ
El
788 HI 1 RDOT_PRED = V_PRED o R_PRED / R_HAG_PRED_
C_ ..........................
C J CHECK FOR ATHOSPHERIC EXIT
C] ..........................
789 HI 1 IF ([ATHOS,H > (tOOOOO) AND (RDOT_PHED > O]) THEN
El
790 HI 1 PRED_EXIT = TRUE)
El
791 HI 1 IF _PREO_EXET = TRUE) THEN
791 HI 1 EXIT5
cl ........................
CI CHECK FOR TAEH It_q'EREACE
CI ........................
793 Hi 1 1F IATHOS.H <= ALT_TAEH) THEH








































HAL/S STO 360-Z_.20 I N T E R H E T R I C S , I H C . I_z13:28.85
STHT SOURCE CURRENT SCOPE
CI ....................................... I PREDICTOR
CI COHPUTE DO]'_IRAHGE AND CROSSRANGE ERRORS I PREDICTOR
cl ....................................... I PREDICTOR
J
El _ I
796 HI EF_FROH._REF = EARTH_FIXED FRON REFERENCE(T_PRED)_ I PREDICTOR
El . - I
797 Hi IRE = UNITiEF FROH REF R_PREO)_ I PREDICTOR
El * - [
798 HI VRE = EF_FROttREF IV_PREO - HE_NAV * R_PRED)) I PREDICTOR
El - I
799 Hi I_NORHAL = UNIT|IR_E _ VR_E)_ I PREDICTOR
El - I
800 HI I_ZNPLANE = UNITqITARGET_EF - (I_TARGET_EF . Z_NORNAL] Z HORHAL)) I PREDICTOR
El - I
801 HI DOT = I_INPLAHE o [TARGET_EFJ I PREDICTOR
80Z H] IF (ABS(DOT] > 1) THEN J PREDICTOR
803 HI DOT = SZGN(DOT]_ I PREDICTOR
El I
80_ H] CR_ERR = EARTH_R FT_TO. HHARCCOSIDOT) SIGNIIIINPLANE _ I_TARGET_EF] • IZ_HORHAL _ I INPLANE))I J PREDICTOR
El - I
805 HI DOT = IR_E , Z_ZNPLANE_ | PREDICTOR
806 Hi IF (ABS(DOT] • 1) THEN J PREDICTOR
807 Hi DOT = SZGHtOOT]; i PREDICTOR
El - - I
























MI DECLARE ACCUH_ACCEL VECTOR|3) DOIJI3LE)
M_ DECLARE ACCUM_VEL VECTOR(3) DOUBLE_,
HI DECLARE ORIG...POS VECTOR(3) DOUBLE_.
HI DECLARE ORIG VEL VECTOR(3) DOUOLE_
816 Hi DO CASE INTEG_LOOPj
815 HI 1 DOJ
EI
816 HI Z ORZG_POS = R_PRED_
El - -
817 H_ E ORZG_VEL = V PRED)
El
818 HI Z ACCUH_VEL = V._PREDJ
El
819 MI Z ACCUH_ACCEL = A_PRED)
El
5ZO HI 2 R PREG = ORIGPOS + .5 DELTA T PRED V._PREDI
El
821M_ E V PRED = ORIGVEL ÷ .5 DELTA T_PRED A_PRED|
82Z HI 1 END_
823 HI 1 DO_
El
826 HI E ACCUH_VEL = ACCUH_VEL ÷ Z V PREDJ
El
5Z5 HI Z ACCUMACCEL = ACCUM_ACCEL + Z A_PRED_




























































STD 360-24.20 Z N T E R M E T R X C S • 1" H C o
SOURCE"
R PRED =ORIG POS _. oS DELTA_T_PREB V._PRED)
V_PRED =ORIG VEL ÷ .5 DELTA_T_PRED A_PRED!
END I
DO)
ACCUtl_VEL = ACCL_I_VEL • _ V._PRED)
ACCUHACCEL = ACCUH_ACCEL • Z A_PRED)
R_PRED : ORIG._POS _ DELTA_TPRED V_PREO)
V_PRER = ORIG._VEL _ DELTA_T._PRED A_PREO)
END)
DO)
R. PREO = ORIG_POS _ (ACCUHVEL + V PREO) OELTA_T_PRED / 6)




BLOCK SUHHA R Y _3(_
OUTER VARIABLES USED
IHTEG_LOSpp R_PRED, V_PRED, £_PREDe R PRED., DELTA. T_PRED, V PRED_






















































STD 360-26.. 20 I N T E R M E T i I C S _ I N C .
SOURCE
EARTH_FIXED FROH_REFERENCE :
FUt_CTION! T) MATRIX! 3• 3 ) DOUBLE)
.....................................................................
DATE : 01/01/80
FUNCTION: COHPUTE ! LEFT ) REFERENCE INERTIAL TO EARTH-FIXED
TRANSFORHATION HATRIX OR VARIOUS APPROXIMATIONS THEREOF°
INPUTS: T - THE MUHBER OF SECONDS ELAPSED SINCE TIME ORIGIN




DECLARE T SCALAR DOUBLE)
DECLARE CLAHBDA SCALAR DOUBLE)
DECLARE SLAHBDA SCALAR DOUBLE)
APRIL Z7, 1987
CLAMBDA = COS(IT - T_EPOCH) EARTH_RATE))
SLAHBDA = $INIIT - T_EPOCH) EARTH RATE))
RETURN (HATRIX )CLAHBDA, SLAHBDA, O_ -SLAHHDA_ CLAt'BDA_ 0_ Op 0, 1)
_DOUBLE,3,3
E F_FROt'LRE F_AT_E POCH ) )
848 HI CLOSE EARTR_FIXED_FROH_REFERENCE)


















] EARTHFIXED FRON REFER











HAL/S STD 360-2_.20 I N T E R H E T R I C S , I H C . APRZL Z7, 1987 14:13:28.85
S]HT SOURCE CURREHTSCOPE
849 HI CLOSE PREDICTOR) J PREDICTOR




T_GHT, R HAVp V._HAV_ HE HAV, EARTR_POLE_ ALT TAEM..BIA$_ DELTA_T_PRED HINp DELTA_T_PRED GATH_ DELTA_T_PRED MAX_ K LOD_NAV
K_RHO NAV, V._FIHAL_MAG, V ttAG_CHANGE_ PHI_MAX, DEG_TO_RAD, S_REF_ HASS HAV) EARTH_J2, EARTH_R, EARTH_MU, ALT TAEHp FT_TO_HH
OUTER VARIABLES USED
ALPHA TRY, DELTA_T_PRED_ DELTA_T...PRED_. PHT_TRY, PRED EXXT_. PRED EXIT, I_TARGET_EF_, CR_ERR% DR ERR_









ALPHA DES, PHI DES_ ALPHA_DESk, PHI_DES_
IHTERHETRICSp
SOURCE




































STD 360-Z4.20 I N T E R H E T R Z C S p I N C . APRIL Z7_ 1987"
SOURCE
AERO_PARAHETERS:
PROCEDURE(VREL_HAG_ ATHOS) ASSIGNiV..BARp HACH))
....................................................
FL_CTIOH: COHPUTE AERODYNAHIC FLON REGIHE PARAHETERS
....................................................
LOCAL VAREABLES
DECLARE V._REL_HAG SCALAR SZHOLE)
DECLARE ATHOS A]Tff_PROP-STRUCTUREj
DECLARE HACH SCALAR SIHGLE_
DECLARE VBAR S(_ALAR SZHGLE)
DECLARE C PRIME SCALAR SZNGLE_
DECLARE GAHHA_VBAR SCALAR SZHGLE)
DECLARE REYHOLDS..HUrtBER $ZNGLE_
DECLARE SPEED_OF_SOUND SCALAR SIHGLEi
DECLARE T..PRZHE SCALAR SINGLE)
DECLARE T_HALL SCALAR SZHGLE;
DECLARE VZSCOSZTY SCALAR S_NGLE_
LOCAL CONSTANTS
DECLARE C_BAR SCALAR SIHGLE CONSTAHT(ZS.0)I
DECLARE DEG_R_TO_DEGK SCALAR SZNGLE CONSTANT(9 / 5))
DECLARE GAHHA SCALAR SINGLE CONSTANTII.;)j
3
DECLARE UHZV..GAS_CONST SCALAR SZHGLE CONSTAHTI8.31_3Z 10 )_
DECLARE HOLE_HTZERO SCALAR SINGLE CONSTANT! ZS.?b_Ft))



























































STD 360-2_.20 I N T E R N E T R I C S _, I N C .
SOURCE
HACH NUt_ER
SPEED_OFSOUND = SPEED_OF SO_14D_CONST M_TO_FT SQRTIATHOS.TN)J
IF SPEED OF_SOUND = 0 THEN
MACH = 0_.
ELSE
HACH = V_REL HAG / SPEED_OF SOIJND_
REYNOLDS I4U?_3 ER
-6 1.5
VISCOSITY = 1o_58 10 KS_TO_SLUG ATHOS.TS / (1110._ ÷ ATHOS,TS) M._TO FT))
IF (VISCOSITY = 0 OR ATMOS,H • 300000] THEN
REYHOLDS._NUHBER = O)
ELSE
REYNOLDS_NUftBER = ATMOS.RHO V_REL_MAG CBAR / VZSCOSITY_
VISCOUS PARAMETER
IF REYNOLDS_NUMBER = 0 THEN
VBAR = O j
ELSE





























STD 360-Z_.20 "r N T E R H E T R Z C S • I N C o APRIL 27e 1987
HI DO_
C_ ............................









cJ GAHHA FOR VISCOUS PARAMETER
CI ...........................
SOURCE
IF (ATMOS.H < 249O00) THEN
w T HALL = 2178.0 DEGR_TO_DEGK
ELSE IF (ATMOS.H >= 1490001A_ID IATHOS.H < _60000) THEN J
T_HALL = 15913.0 - 0.015 ATHOS.M) DEG..RTO_DEG_K!
ELSE ZF (ATHOS.H >= 360000) THEN
T HALL = 504.0 DEGR_TO..DEG_K_
886 HI 1 IF fATMOS.H < 100000) THEN
887 HI 1 GAHHA_VBAR = 1.4)
888 HI 1 ELSE IF (ATHOS.H >= 100000) AND IA'rHOS.H < 170000) THEN
889 HI 1 GAHHA_VBAR = 1.7 - 3.00E-6 ATMOS.HJ
890 HI 1 ELSE ZF (ATMOS,H >= 170000) AND (ATMOS.H < ZZ5000) THEN
891 HI 1 GAI_VI3AR = 1.375 - 1.09E-6 ATtlOS.H_
892 HI 1 ELSE IF (ATItOS.H >= 215000) AND (ATttOS.H < 3000001 THEN
893 Hi 1 GAI'_'tA_VBAR = 1.ZZO - _.OOE-7 ATIIOS.Hj
894 HI 1 ELSE ZF (ATHOS.H >= 300000) THEN
095 HI 1 GAI_A_VBAR : 1.1;
CI .........................................





897 HI 1 C_PRIME = (T_PRIHE / ATHOS.TS) (IATMOS.TS + 122.1 10
El (5/T_PRXHE) 1
897 HJ 1 ))
Z










































HAL/S STD 36Q-Z_.ZO I N T E R H E T R Z C S p
STHT SOURCE
El .5
898 HI 1 V_BAR = MACH IC_PRIHE / REYNOLDS,_Nt.E_ER)
899 HI END_
900 HI CLOSE AERO_PARAHETERS_
_SLOCK SUHHARY_
COHPOQL VARIABLES USED
H,_TO,_FTp KG TO SLUG
OUTER STRUCTURE TEHPLATES USED
ATHOSPROP













































STD 360-Z_.ZO T N T E R H E T R X C $ , X N C ,
SOURCE
LOOKUP :
PROCEDURE(ALPHA, ALT, V SAR_ HACff) ASSIGNICL, CD)_
.................................................................
FUNCTION: LOOK-UP OF CL AND CD VERSUS ALPHA, ALTITUDE, VISCOUS
PARAHETER_ AND HACH NUHSER.
INPUTS: ALPHA - AHGLE OF ATTACK (DEG)
ALTITUDE - ALTITUDE ABOVE FISHER ELLIPSOID IFT)
V_BAR - VISCOUS PARAHETER
HACH - HACH NLI_ER
OUTPUT: CO - DRAG COEFFICIENT
CL - LIFT COEFFICIENT
FLOH REGZHE : 1 = USE ALTITUDE DATA
2 = USE V BAR DATA




INPUT AND, OUTPUT VARIABLES
..........................
OECLARE ALPHA SCALAR SINGLE J
DECLARE ALT SCALAR SINGLE)
DECLARE CD SCALAR SINGLE
DECLARE CL SCALAR SINGLE 5
DECLARE HACH SCALAR SINGLE_
DECLARE V_OAR SCALAR SINGLEj
LOCAL VARIABLES
DECLARE ALPHA FRACT SCALAR SINGLEj
DECLARE ALPHA HAX SCALAR SINGLE CONSTANT(50))
DECLARE ALPHA_NIN SCALAR SINGLE CONSTANT(O)
DECLARE ALT._L SCALAR SINGLE)
DECLARE ALT_HAX SCALAR SINGLE CONSTANTi537OOOJJ
DECLARE ALT._HIN SCALAR SINGLE COttSTANT1300000 )_
DECLARE ALT RUN SCALAR SINGLE CONSTANT(ALT_HAX - ALT_HZN)_
OECLARE CD_I SCALAR SINGLE




























































([ _ZO" ' OZSO"
¢£Z£O" =5_ZO" cgOZO" 'g_IO: =£010" 'OSO0" IMISN03 ]ISNIS UV1V3S (9)AV_UV glgVl-_VB-A 3_Y133Q
g38ROS
Zg6I 'ZZ lISdV " 3 N !
IN I_6
IH I_6
I(OSO0"OIJNVJSN03 glgNIS _ViV3S NIN HV9 A 98V13_0 IN 0£6
I(@bZO'O)_3 31_IS BV1V_ X_IEvG-A _V13]O IN 6Z6
_31_NIS EVIV3S ]-HYg-A _V13]g IN _Z6
t_I_NIS EV1VOS VHdlV-NIS 38V13gO IH LZ6
|(_)J_VZSNO3 3]ONIS BVIV_:J NIN-H3VN 3_VlO3a IN ?z6
I101 )..LHV_SN03 _I_NIS _V1V3S XVN-H_VH _V13_O IN _Z6
I_I_NIS _3_3_NI 3NI_-MOI_ 3_V13_0 IN IZ6
¢]l_NI_ UVlV3S 13VU_ ]aVl3]a IN oz6
Ill.IS _VIVOS VHdlV'-S03 g_Vl3]O IN 616
(]13NIS UVlV3S Z-13 38V13]O IN 816
1318NIS _V1V3S [113 3_V133Q IN ZI6
I]lONZS BVlVOS Z-Q3 ]8V13]0 IN 916
LNIS

























































































Sg'gZ:E[:tI Lg6T CLZ 3Z_dV
r'Z T÷F'Z FeZ
113VSJ-VHdlV ( H3VlN-O3 - H3VN-g3| + H3VN-O3 : 1-03
PI+Z _+r'T+_ r'I+I
113V_-VHdlV ( HORN-13 - HORN-13! + HOVN-13 = Z-13
_=I I+F_Z _cZ
_IOVH3-VHdlV ( HOtlN-13 - HOYH-]3| _ HOVR-]3 = Z-13
((_ =((Z / _-H3VNI31V3NR_I] =_)3VAOZN = Z














_( g3gVl-_Vq-A - ]lgV/"_VS-AI / ( ]]SVL-_Vg'-A - 3-_Y9-AJ = 13VHd
_'I+I I+_'_I+I _'I+I
t13VH_'-YHd1V ( 3SZA'-O3 - 3STA-Q3| _ 3SIA-Q3 : Z-Q3
F=I I+_I r'I
_13V_3-VHd1V ( 3SIA"03 - 3SIA--Q3} • 3SIA-Q3 = I-O3
¢13V_:I-VHd'IV ( 3SIA-13 - 3SIA-13i + 3SIA-'13 = Z-13
¢/3VBd'-YHdIV ( 3SIA-33 - 3SIA-13) + 3S_A-33 = I-]3
ION:;
I IIX_
N_H1 ( gl_Vl"-'_VO-_ =< 3-_VS-A; _I _ IN
_1 = I £ IN
If- Xg I 01 £ = N _Y_OdN]l BO_ oa 3 IN
IKX_N'-_Ve"A =UVe'-A =NIN-HVg'-A)]VAOIH = ]-UVg"A Z IN
log I IN _6
............ 13
vIVa SROOSI_ [ 3
............ 13
:13_lnos IWIS


























HAL/$ STD 360-24° ZO I N T E R H E T R ][ C S _ I N C .
STHT SOURCE
97ge HI Z CO_Z = CD_HACH + ICD MACH - CD MACH ) ALPHA FRACT)
S I _[+1 _J I+1,J+1 I+1 ,J
975 HI Z FRACT = (HACH_L / Z - I)J
976 HI 1 END_
977 HI END_,
C_ ..........................
CJ TNTERPOLATE BETHEEN TABLES
Cl ..........................
978 HJ CL = CL_I ÷ (CL_2 - CL_L) FRACT_
979 HI CD = CD_I 4- iCD_2 - CD_I) FRACT|
•980 HI CLOSE LOOKUP_




















PROCEDUREIR, POLE ) ASSIGN(ATHOS)_
C_ .............................................................
CI DATE_ 1Z/28/81
Ci FUNCTION: COHPUTES THE DEHSITYOF THE ATHOSPHERE IO-150KH)
CI AT A SPECIFIED ALTITUDE USING THE 196Z U.S.STANDARD
CJ ATHOSPHERE MODEL.
cJ INPUTS: R - INERTIAL POSETION VECTOR |FT)
C[ POLE - INERTIAL NORTH POLE (NO)
CI OUTPUTS: ATHOS.H - ALTITUDE IFT]
C J ATHOS.RHU - DENSITY (LBH/FT_3)
C_ ATHOS.TS - STATIC TENPERATURE OF AIR (DEG K)
C[ ATMOS.TH - MOLECULAR TEMPERATURE OF AIR (DEG K)
ci NOHEHCLATURE: A - EARTH EQUATORIAL RADIUS (HI
C[ F - EARTH FLATTENING (ND)
CI RO - EARTH RADIUS IPHI = _5 DEGS) (H]
C[ PHI - GEOGRAPHIC LATITUDE [DEGS)
CI PSE - GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE {DEGS)
cJ GO - SEA-LEVEL GRAVITY (It/S/S)
CI MO - MEAN MOLECULAR HEIGHT OF AIR (ND)
CI RR - UNIVERSAL GAS CONSTANT














DECLARE R VECTOR[3) DOUSLE)
DECLARE POLE VECTORI3) DOUBLE)
DECLARE GO SCALAR SINGLE CONSTANT(9.80665)!
DECLARE HO SCALAR SINGLE CONSTANTfZS.96q_)|
DECLARE RR SCALAR SINGLE CONSTANT(831_.3Z)_
DECLARE K2 SCALAR SINGLE CONSTANT(GO MO / RR)I
DECLARE H_TO_ET SCALAR DOUBLE CONSTANT(1 / .30_8)J
DECLARE KGTO_LBH SCALAR SINGLE CONSTANT(1 / ._5359Z37)_
DECLARE A SCALAR DOUBLE CONGTANT(6378178))
DECLARE F SCALAR DOUBLE CONGTANT(1 / Z98.3Z)!




































































RO SCALAR SINGLE CONSTAHTIA SQRTI(Z +.I1 - F) ) / 11 _ I1 - F) ))))
I INTEGER SZHGLE;
t_3EGS INTEGER SINGLE CONSTANTI 11 ] 3
APRIL Z7e 1987
DECLARE MBASE ARRAYIHSEGS + I) SCALAR SINGLE C01_TANTt Op 11000, ZO000p 3EOOOp 47000_ 52000_
6lOB0, 79000_ 90000, 100000_ llOO00p 120000) 150000)_
DECLARE THBASE ARRAY(NSEGS + 1I SCALAR sINGLE COt_TANTI Z88.15, 216.65_ 116.65_ E28.6B_ 170.65_
270.65_ 251.65_ 180.65_ 180.65p 110.65, 260.65_ 360.65_ 960.65)!
DECLARE T_BASE ARRAY(NSEGS + 1) SCALAR SINGLE COHSTANT(288.15,'Z16.6B, 116.65, 128.65, Z7B.6B_
270.65e 252.65_ 1B0.6B, 180.65, 110.02_ 257.00, 3_9._, 891.79);
• DECLARE RHO_BASE ARRAyINSEGS + 1) SCALAR SINGLE CO_TAHT(1.2250) 0.36392_ 0.088035, 0.013125_
0.001_275_ 0.D00759_3_ 0.00025109_ 0.00001001, 0.000003170, 0.000000_97_ 0.00000009829,
O.BODOOOOZ;36, 0.000000001836)_
DECLARE DTHOH ARRAYINSEGS) SCALAR SINGLE INZTIALI-.O065_ .0000_ o0010_ .BOZS, oO000p -°OOZOe -
.OO_O, .O000p .0030_ .0050, .OlOOp .OZO0)3
DECLARE DTDH ARRAY(HSEGSI SCALAR SINGLE INITIAL|-°O06500_ .OOOOO0_ .OOlOOO_ .OOZSOBO, .0000DDOOO




DH_ EXPO, ALTADJ, ALTRAT10, GRAVRATZO_ TENPRATIO_
CJ .........................................
C[ DETERHINE ALTITUDE ABOVE FISHER ELLIPSOID
C_ .........................................
El
100_ 141 R_NAG = ABVALIRI_





























































gg'gZ :_I :_I Le6I _Z_ _Z_dV
fOG I IN _zo_
N3H£ (00006 > H) d1 Z IN £ZO[
Z Z Is
HQZQ HO • 3SVg-I = SI'SONJLV I _N ZZ0I
z z Is
Howia Ha ÷ _SVg-NL = 141"SOkU.V I IN IZ0I
I Is
( _SVg-H - H : XO _ iN 0ZOI
_ONg I Ix 61oI
_llxg Z IN gIOI
I+N IS
N3H_ ( 3SVg-H • X! JZ Z IW LIO[
(N = I Z IN 9101
IS03SN O_ K = N AHVHOdW_ _OJ OO I IN S_OI
I OILV_^VH_ = OIIVH^V_ I IN _IOI
Z I_
(H OIIVUAVU5 : H I IN IIOI
N3H_ (00006 • H) dZ I IN ZIOI


















I031 HI l" END_
1032 HI 1 ELSE


















10_1 HI CLOSE USATHOS62)
INTERNETRICS, ZNC .
SOURCE
IF IDTHDH = O) THEN
I




EXPO = 1 • K2 / DTMDH
I
EXPO




ALTADJ = RO + H_BASE - TH_BASE / OTHDH
E I I
ALTRATZO = IRO + H) / IRO + M_BASE ))
I
TEHPRATIO = TIIBASE / AllK)S.TH)
z I
z I
EXPO = IK2 / DTHDH ) IRO / ALTADJ) ; I
z I
ATHOS.RHO = RHO._BASE TEHPRATZO EXP((K2 / DZTtDH ) GRAVRATZO ALTRATIO (DH / ALTADJ)_
x z i
EXPO I
(TEHPRATIO ALTRATIO) ) I
3 I






































OUTER STRUCTURE TEHPLATES USED
ATHOSPROP




HAL/S STO 360-Z4.20 T N T E R H E T R X C S ) X N C .
STHT SOURCE
lO,_Z Hi CLOSE AERO_GUTDj
_e_. 15 L 0 C K S U H It A R Y _e
COtJPOOL VARZABLES USED
G_LOAO_ G_RUN GUIDAHCE_ ALT_HAVp ALT._FREEZE_GUTOe GUID PASS_LIH




HAL/S STD 360-Z4. ZO INTERHETRICS _















ZNC. APRIL Z7, 1987 l_z 13:Z8.85
r,o
o
HAL/S STD 360-24.20 I N T E R M E T R I C S _ I N C . APRIL 27, 1987
SYMBOL & CROSS REFERENCE TABLE LISTI
(CROSS REFERENCE FLAG KEY: 4 = ASSIGNHENT, Z = REFERENCE, 1
OCL NAME TYPE
526 ATHOSPROP STRUCTURE TEMPLATE
526 B 1 SCALAR
526 RHO 1 SCALAR
526 TS 1 SCALAR
_26 TH 1 SCALAR
991 A SCALAR
572 A DRAG HAG SCALAR
573 A LIFT HAG SCALAR
87 A NAV 3 - VECTOR
701 A_PRED 3 - VECTOR
702 A PRED HAG SCALAR
810 ACCUH._ACCEL 3 - VECTOR
811 ACCUH_VEL 3 - VECTOR

















= SUBSCRIPT USE, 0 = DEFINITION]
ATTRIBUTES & CROSS REFERENCE
ALIGNED XREF: 0 0526 2 0574 2
Z 0592 Z 0704 Z 0734 2 0738 Z
2 0789 2 0793 Z 0853 2 0869 2
2 0882 2 0883 2 0884 2 0886 Z
Z 0892 2 0893 2 0894 2 0096 2
2 1021 Z 1022 2 1026 2 1029 E
SINGLE) ALIGNED XREF: 0 0526 2
Z 0793 Z 0874 2 0880 2 0082 2
2 0889 2 0890 2 0891 2 0892 Z
SINGLE_ ALIGNED XREF: 0 0526 2
4 1009 4 1026 4 1029 4 1037 6
SINGLE, ALIGNED XREF: 0 0526 2
SINGLE, ALIGNED XREF: 0 0526 2
OOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT
2 1006
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0
2 0589
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0
OOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0
2 0819 Z 0821 2 0825 Z 0827 2
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0
2 0837
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0
2 0836
SINGLE, TEMPORARY XREF: 0
XREF: 0 0515 NOT REFERENCED
XREF: 2 0583 2 0747 0 0851
SINGLE, ALIGNED, ZNPUT-PARH
2 0939
SINGLE_ ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0
2 0672 2 0676 6 0693 6 0694
SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF= 0
2 0951 2 0952 Z 0962 2 0963 2
2 0973 2 0974
SINGLE, ALIONED, INITIAL XREF: 0
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT
NOT REFERENCED
SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT
NOT REFERENCED
SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0













































2 0890 Z 0891














2: 0742: 2 0743
6 0825 6 0831
6 0024 6 0830
2:0779
0 0902: 2 0938










4 0672 4 0676











































































INC. APRIL 27, 1987 14:13:28.85
ATTRIBUTES & CROSS REFERENCE
SINGLE, ALIG/IED_ INITIAL XREF: 0 0513 Z 0535
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0911 _ 09_8 2 0953
SINGLE, ALIGNED_ STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: O 0912 2 091_
Z 0948
SINGLE) ALIGNED_ STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: 0 0913 2 091_
2 0941 2 0948 2 0953
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0079 2 0535 2 0625
SINGLE_ ALIGNEO_ STATIC_ CONSTANT XREF: O 091_ 2 0953
SINGLE) ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: O 0513 2 0793
SINGLE) ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0513 2 0738
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 1003 • 1033 2 1036 Z 1037
SINGLE, ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: 0 1003 _ 103_ Z 1037
ATMOSPROP-STRUCTURE_ ALIGNED, ASSIGN-PARH XREF: O 0981
0 0982 4 1007 _ 1009 4 1621 4 1022 4 1026 6 1029 2 1035
1037 6 1039
ATHOSPROP-STRUCTUREp ALIGNED, INPUT-PARH XREF: 0 0851 O 0853
2 0869 2 0873 2 087_ 2 0876 Z 0880 2 0882 2 0883 2 088_
2 0866 2 0888 2 0889 2 0890 Z 0891 2 0892 2 0893 2 089_
2 6896 Z 0897
ATHOSPROP-STRUCTURE, ALIGNEDp STATIC XREF: 0 057_ _ 0.582
2 0583 2 0584 2 0591 2 0592
ATHOSPROP-STRUCTURE_ ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 670_ 4 073_
Z 0738 Z 6747 2 0748 2 076_ '4 0785 Z 0789 2 0793
XREF: 2 0541 O 663_
SINGLE_ ALZGNED_ STATICp CONSTANT XREF: 0 0863 Z 0876
SINGLE, ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: 0 0856 • 0897 2 0898
SINGLE, ALIGNED_ ASSIGN-PARH XREF: 0 0901 O 090_ 4 0979
NOT REFERENCED
ARRAY12,51), SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: O 0933
2 0951 2 0952
ARRAYIS,51), SINGLE, ALIGHED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: O 0937
2 0973 2 097_
SINGLE, ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: 0 0575 • 058_ Z 0585 2 0589
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0705 _ 0748 2 07_9 Z 6769
ARRAY(8p51)) SINGLE, ALIGNED_ STATIC_ CONSTANT XREF: O 0935
2 0964 2 0965
SINGLE) ALIGNED, STATIC XREF; 0 0915 4 0951 4 096_ 4 0973
2 0_79
SINGLE_ ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: O 0916 _ 0952 _ 0965 4 697_
2 0979
SINGLE, ALIGNED_ ASSIGN-PARM XREF: 0 0901 6 0905 • 0978
NOT REFERENCED
ARRAY(2,511) SIHGLE_ ALIGHED_ STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: 0 0932
2 6949 2 0950
SINGLE, ALZGNEO_ STATIC XREF: 0 0517 _ 0593 2 0625
ARRAY(5)51), SINGLE, ALIGHED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: O 0936
2 0971 2 097Z
SINGLE, ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: 0 0576 _ 0584 2 0585 Z 0593
SINGLE) ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0706 _ 8748 2 07_9
ARRAY(8,51), SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC_ CONSTANT XREF: 0 093_
2 0962 Z 0963
SINGLE) ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: 0 0917 _ 09_9 _ 0962 • 0971
2 0978
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0918 _ 0950 _ 0963 • 0972
2 0978


















5 DEG TO RAD SCALAR
650 DELTAALPHA SCALAR
651 DELTA_PHI SCALAR
519 DELTA TPRED SCALAR
513 DELTA_T PRED GAIN SCALAR
513 DELTA T PRED HAX SCALAR









1001 DTDH SCALAR ARRAy
1000 OTNDH SCALAR ARRAY




466 EARTHPOLE 3 - VECTOR
467 EARTH_R SCALAR
468 EARTH_RATE SCALAR
INC. APRIL 27, 1987 14:13:28.85
AI_RIBUTES & CROSS REFERENCE
DOUBLE, ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: O 0845 4 0845 Z 0847
XREF: 2 0536 O 0648
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF:. O 0919 HOT USED
SINGLE_ TEHPORARY XREF: O 0640 4 0641 6 0642 2 0643
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, INITIAU XREF: 0 0518 4 0630 4 0632
2 0638 2 0641
SINSLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: O 0596 6 0628 2 0630
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: D 0597 _ 0629 Z 0630
SINGLE, TENPORARY XREF: O 0752 4 0767 Z 0773
SINGLE_ ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: O 0659 2 0682 4 0804
ARRAY(3)p SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: O 0658 _ 0682
2 0686 2 0687 2 0689
SINGLE, ALIGNEBp STATIC XREF: O 0657 4 0689 Z 0693 2 0695
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: O 0655 _ 0686 Z 0690 Z 0695
SINGLE_ ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: O 0656 4 0687 2 0690 2 0693
_INGLE, ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: 0 0653 _ 0684 Z 0690 2 0695
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: O 06_ 4 0685 Z 0690 2 0693
SINGLE, ALIGNED) STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: O 0864 2 0881
2 0883 2 0885
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, CONSTANT XREF: 0 0005 2 0006 2 0007
2 0555 2 0556 2 0641 2 0766
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: O 0650 Z 0672
Z 0684 Z 0686
SINGLE) ALIGNED) STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: D 0651 Z 0677
2 0685 2 0687
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0519 4 0739 4 0743 4 0744
6 0745 2 0787 2 0820 Z 0821 Z 0826 2 0827 Z 0832 Z 0833
2 0836 2 0837
SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: O 0513 2 0743
SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0513 2 0744 2 0745
SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: O 0513 2 0739 2 0745
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC_ INITIAL XREF: 0 0652 4 0690 2 0691
2 0693 2 0695
SINGLE_ ALIGNED, STATIC XREF:'O 1003 4 1020 2 1021 2 1022
2 1026 2 1037
DOUBLE, ALIGNE8, STATIC XREF: 0 0707 4 0801 2 0802 6 0803
Z 0804 4 0805 Z 0806 6 0807 2 0808
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0663 2 0681 4 0808
ARRAY(3), SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0662 4 0681
Z 0684 2 0685 2 0688
SINGLE) TEHPORARY XREF: 0 0753 4 0769 2 0770 Z 0774
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: O 0664 4 0688 Z 0693 2 0695
SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: O 0513 2 0620
ARRAY(12), SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC_ INITIAL XREF: 0 1001
2 1022
ARRAY(12), SINGLE, ALIGNED_ STATIC_ INITIAL XREF: 0 1000
2 1021 Z 1025 2 1028 2 1033 Z 1036 2 1037
DOUBLE XREF: O 0699 2 0796
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0463 2 0557
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREE: D 0464 Z 0777
DOUBLEp ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: O 0465 Z 0778
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: O 0466 2 0582 2 0734 2 0776
2 0777 2 0785
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, 1NZTIAL XREF: 0 0467 2 0777 2 0804 2 0808





708 E F_FROH_RE F
520 EF_FROH REF_AT_EPOCH
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TYPE ATTRIBUTES & CROSS REFERENCE
3 X 3 MATRIX DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: O 0708 6 0796
3 X 3 HATRIX DOUBLEr ALIGNED) STATIC XREF: 0.0520 _ 05q9
3 X 3 HATRIX DOUBLE, ALIGNED) INITIAL XREF: B 0308 2 05_9
SCALAR SIHGLE) ALIGNED> STATIC XREF; 0 1003 6 1028
2 1037
SCALAR DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC_ CONSTANT XREF:
2 1006
PROCEDURE XREF:'2 053_ 0 0571
8IT(I) ALIGMED) STATIC, INITIAL XREF: 0 0598 2 0611
INTEGER SINGLE, ALIGNED) STATIC XREF: 0 0921 6 0940
0945 Z 0946
SCALAR SINGLE) ALIGNEO_ STATIC XREF; 0 0920 6 0953
Z _978 2 0979
SCALAR DOUBLE _ ALIGNED) CONSTANT XREF: O 0011
2 0808
SCALAR DOUBLEr ALIGNED) INITIAL XREF: O 0082 2 0532
SCALAR SINGLE) ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF: O 0513 2 0532
SCALAR DOU3LEr ALIGNED) CONSTANT XREF= O 0013
2 1039
SCALAR SINGLE_ ALIGHED_ STATIC_ CONSTANT XREFz
SCALAR SINGLE_ ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: 0 0857 6 0887
6 0893 4 0895 2 0896
3 - VECTOR DOUBLE_ TEHPORARY XREF¢ 0 075_ 6 0778
SCALAR SINGLE_ ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: O 1003 6 1011
Z 1037
INTEGER SINGLE_ ALIGNED) STATIC XREF: O 0521 Z 0535
0539 _ 0550
SCALAR SINGLE_ ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF: 0 0513 2 0538
SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED_ STATIC_ CONSTANT XREF:
SCALAR DGUBLE) ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: BlOOZ 6 1006
Z 1011 2 1012 6 1013 2 1017 E lOZO 2 1023
SCALAR _ SEE STRUCTURE TEMPLATE ATHOSPROP
SCALAR ARRAY ARRAYi13)p SINGLE, ALIGHEO_ STATIC_ CONSTANT
2 1017 2 1020 2 1033 2 103_
PROCEDURE XREF: 2 05_0 O 0595
SCALAR SENGLE_ ALZGNED_ INITIAL XREF: O 0513
SCALAR SINGLE_ TEHPORARY XREF: 0 0755
SCALAR SINGLE, ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: 0 0599
INTEGER SINGLEp TEMPORARY XREF: q 0665
INTEGER SINGLE," ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: O 0922
1 096_ I 0965 1 0966 4 0970 1 0971
2 0975
INTEGER SINGLE) ALIGNED) STATIC XREF: 0 099_
1 1022 1 1025 1 1026 1 1028 1 1029
1 1036 1 1037
3 - VECTOR DGLP3LE_ ALIGHED_ STATIC XREF: 0 0709
2 0805 2 0808
3 - VECTOR SIHGLE, TEHPORARY XREF: 0 0756
3 - VECTOR SINGLE_ TEHPORARY XREF: 0 0757
3 - VECTOR DOUBLE_ ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: O 0710
2 0808
3 - VECTOR DOUBLEp ALIGHED_ STATIC XREF: 0 0522
2 0806
3 - VECTOR SINGLE, TEMPORARY XREF: 0 0758
2 0774
2 0797 2 0798
2 08_7
Z 1029 6 1036
0 0992 2 0993
0613
6 B942 _ 09_
6 0966 6 0975
2 0012 2 0806
2 0016 2 0017
O 0865 2 0868
0889 6 0891
2 0779
Z 1013 6 lOl_
6 0537 2 0538
0 0985 Z 0988





6 0616 Z 0615 2 0625
2 0666 1 0681 1 0682
0958 I 0962 _ 0963
1 0972 1 0973 1 0976
6 1016 1 1020 1 1021
1 1033 1 1036 1 1035
6 0800 2 0801 2 080_
0772 2 0773
0773 2 077_
0799 2 0800 Z 080_
6 0567 2 0800 2 0801
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ATTRIBUTES & CROSS REFERENCE
XREF: Z 0529 0 05_2
ALIGNED, STATIC, INITIAL XREF: 0 0523 2 0527 _ 0530
SINGLE, ALIGNEO, STATIC XREF: O 0711 • 0750 2 0814
XREF: 2 0780 O 0809
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0712 • 0797 Z 0799 2 0805
"2 0808
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0923 _ 0935 1 0949 1 0950
1 0951 1 0952 1 0962 1 0963 1 096_ 1 0965 1 0971 1 0972
1 0973 1 0974
SINGLE, TENPORARY XREF: • 0957 2 0958 1 0959
"SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 008_ _ 0569 6 0590 2 0593
Z 07_9
SINGLE_ ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0600 4 0626 2 0629
SINGLE, ALIGNEO, STATIC XREF: 0 0601 _ 0627 2 0628
SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0472 Z 0591
SINGLE, ALIGNEOp INITIAL XREF: O 0083 4 0568 6 0591 Z 0592
2 0764
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: O 0990 2 1039
DOUBLE_ ALIGNED, CONSTANT XREF: 0 0018 Z 0873
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: O 0607 4 0615 2 0625
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0603 4 0625 2 0626 2 0627
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC_ CONSTANT XREF: 0 0988 Z 1026
2 1028 2 1036 2 1037
SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0475 2 0590
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 05_4 _ 0556 6 0557 Z 0558
SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: O 0513 2 0556
SINGLE, TEHPORARY XREF: O 0759 4 0770 Z 0774
SINGLE_ ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0577 _ 0568 Z 0590
SINGLE, ALZGtlE9, STATIC XREF: 0 0578 4 0585 2 0590
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0713 4 0749 2 0770
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 05_5 4 0555 2 0562 Z 0566
SINGLE_ ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF¼ 0 0513 2 0555
XREF: 2 0504 2 07_8 O 0901






















ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: O 0989 2 1006
Z 1039
ALIGNED, INPUT-PARH XREF: 0 0901 0 0906 Z 09_3
o
ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0579 4 0583 2 0584
ALIGNED, ASSIGN-PARM XREF: O 0851 0 0854 4 0871
2 0896 Z 0898
ALIGtIED, STATIC XREF: 0 0924 4 0969 2 0970 2 0975
ALIGNED_ STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: 0 0925 2 0943
ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: 0 0926 Z 0969
ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0714 4 0747 2 0748
ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0314 2 0589 Z 0615 2 0769
ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: O 0867 2 0868
ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: 0 0986 2 0988
TENPORARY XREF: _ 1015 2 1016 1 1017
ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: O 0995 2 0996
2 0998 2 0999 Z 1000 Z 1001 2 1015
ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0513 2 0616 Z 0617
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ATTRIBUTES & CROSS REFERENCE
DOUBLE, ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: 0 0812 6 0816 Z 0820 2 0826
2 0832 2 0836
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0813 6 0817 2 0821 2 0827
2 0833 2 0837
SINGLE, ALIGNE9_ INITIAL XREF: 0 0025 6 05_ 6 0636 6 0637
Z 0641 6 0663 6 0646
SINGLE, ALZGNED_ STATIC XREF¢ 0 0524 4 0552 2 0636 Z 0669
2 0673 Z 0677 6 0695 6 0696
SINGLEp ALIGNED_ INITIAL XREF: 0 0513 2 0696
SINGLE, ALIGNED_ INITIAL ZREF: O Oq02 2 0552 Z 0556
SINGLEp ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: O 0513 2 0556" 2 0637 2 0666
2 0766
5INGLE_ ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0715 6 0765 6 0766 2 0767
2 0768
SINGLEp ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: O 0660 6 0669 6 0673 6 0677
2 0765
DOUBLE, ALIGNED_ INPUT-PARH XREF= O 0981 0 0984 2 1005
ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0661 4 0790 2 0791
XREF: 2 0680 0 0697
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: O 0605 6 0626 2 0628 2 0629
SIHGLE, ALIGNEDp STATIC XREF: 0 0606 6 0610 2 0620 2 0621
2 0622 Z 0629
SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF_ 0 0513 2 0622 2 0629
SINGLE_ ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF= O 0607 2 0620 6 0621
SINGLE_ ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: 0 0608 6 0618 6 0620 2 0628
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, ZNPUT-PARH XREF: 0 0981 0 0983 2 1006
Z 1005
DOL_LE) ALZGNED_ STATIC XREF: 0 1002 6 1006 Z 1005 2 1006
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: O 0717 6 0728 Z 0775 2 0777
2 0778 6 0781 Z 0788
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0086 2 0582 2 0727
DOUBLE, ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: 0 0716 6 0727 2 0728 2 0731
2 0736 Z 0772 2 0775 2 0781 2 0783 2 0785 2 0788 2 0797
2 0798 2 0816 6 0820 6 0826 6 0832 6 0836
DOUBLE, ALIGNED_ CONSTANT XREF_ O 0006 2 0663
SINGLE_ ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: O 0718 6 0788 2 0789
SINGLE_ ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: O 0858 6 0875 6 0876 2 0877
Z 0898
_ SEE STRUCTURE TENPLATE AI_tOSPROP
ARRAY(13), SINGLE_ ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: 0 0999
2 1026 2 1029 2 1037
SINGLE_ ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: O 0580 6 0589 Z 0591
SZNGLE_ ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: O 0525 6 0592 2 0610 Z 0626
SINGLE, TEHPORARY XREF: 0 0760 6 0766 2 0769
SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0513 Z 0615
SINGLE p ALIGNED, STATIC_ CONSTANT XREF: 0 0987 2 0988
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT XREF: O 0993 2 1011
2 1033 2 1036 2 1036
SINGLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0678 Z 0589 2 0615 2 0769
SINGLE, ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: 0 0927 NOT USED
DOUBLE_ ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0866 6 0846 2 08_7
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0859 4 0869 2 0870 2 0872
SINGLE_ ALIGNED, STATIC_ CONSTANT XREF: 0 0868 2 0869
SINGLE_ TEHPORARY XREF: 0 0761 6 0768 2 0773



























929 V BAR HAX
930 V BAR NIN
720 V BAR PRED
931 V BAR TABLE
513 V_FINALHAG
513 V NAG CHANGE
721 V HAG PRED
93 V_NAV
94 V NAY HAG
722 V PREO
851 V REL HAG
95 V REL HAG
723 V REL HAG PRED
96 V_REL_NAV
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ATTRIBUTES & CROSS REFERENCE
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, ZNPUT-PARH XREF_ 0 0841
2 0846
ARRAYI13 ), SINGLE, ALIGHED, STATIC) CONSTANT
2 1022
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, 1NITIAL XREF: 0 0310 2 0845
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, ZNZTIAL XREF: 0 0022 2 0726
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0719 4 0726
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0860 4 0896
SINGLE, ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: O 0861 4 0881
2 0896
SINGLE, AL3GNED, STATIC XREF: 0 1003 4 1035
SINGLE, TEHPORARY XREF: 4 0736 2 0737
_ SEE STRUCTURE TEHPLATE ATHOSPROP
ARRAY(13)_ SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CO_ISTANT
2 1021 E 1026 2 1029 2 1033 2 1035
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREFI 0 0700 4 0737
_ SEE STRUCTURE TENPLATE ATHOSPROP
SINGLE) ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0609 4 0617
OOUBLE) TEMPORARY XREF: 0 0762 4 0775
2 0778
SINGLE_ ALIGNED) STATIC) CONSTANT XREF:
XREF: 2 0582 Z 0734 Z 0785 0 0981
SINGLE, ALIGNED) INPUT-PARH XREF: 0 0901
SINGLE) ALIGNED, ASSIGN-PARH XREF: 0 0851
4 0898 NOT REFERENCED
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0581 4 0583
SZHGLEp ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: O 0928 _ 0956
SINGLE) ALIGNED, STATIC) CONSTANT XREF_
SINGLE, ALIGNED) STATIC, CONSTANT XREF:
SZNGLE_ ALIGNED) STATIC XREF: O 0720 _ 0747
ARRAYISI, SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC, CONSTANT
2 0959 2 0966
SINGLE, ALIGNED_ 1NZTZAL XREF: 0 0513 2 0636
SINGLE, ALIGNEDp INITIAL XREF: 0 0513 2 0636
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: O 0721 _ 0730
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, ZNITIAL XREF: 0 0093 2 0729
DOUBLE, ALIGNED_ 1NITIAL XREF: O 0094 2 0636
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0722 4 0729
Z 0782 2 0783 Z 0788 2 0798 E 0817 2 0818
2 0824 Z 0826 4 0827 2 0830 2 0832 _ 0833
SINGLE, ALIGNED_ INPUT-PARN XREF: 0 0851
Z 0876
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0095 2 0583
2 0610 Z 0624 2 0625
SINGLE, ALIGNED_ STATIC XREF: 0 0723 4 0732
2 0771 4 0784
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0096 Z 0586
SINGLE) ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0724 • 0731
4 0783 Z 078_
SINGLE, ALIGNED) STATIC XREF: 0 0862 _ 0873
DOUBLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0725 • 0798
SINGLE_ ALIGNED, INITIAL XREF: 0 0_80 2 0731
SINGLE, ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0546 4 0559
6 0562 2 0563 Z 0567
SINGLE_ ALIGNED, STATIC XREF: 0 0547 _ 0563
0 0842 Z 08_5
XREF; 0 0998
2 0846
6 0787 2 0796
2 0897





2 0776 6 0777
O 0866 E 0868
0 0907 Z 0956
0 0855 4 0878
2 058_
Z 0959 Z 0966
O 0929 2 0956





2 0765 • 0782
Z 0730 2 0731
2 0820 4 0821
2 0836 4 0837
O Q852 2 887Z
Z 0586 2 0589
Z 0747 2 0769
2 0732 2 0771
2 0074 2 0876
2 0799
E 0783 2 0798
Z 0560 4 0561
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TYPE ATTRIBUTES & CROSS REFERENCE
6 0566 Z 0567
SCALAR SINGLE• ALIGNED• STATIC XREF: 00E_8 4 0558 Z 0559 2 0563
2 0567
SCALAR DOUBLE_ TEHPORARY XREF: 0 0763 4 0776 Z 0777
SCALAR SINGLEp ALZGNED_ 1NITZAL XREF: 0 0513 Z 0617
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